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Executive Summary
Strategic planning of this nature is one of the most important tools that an economic development
organization can use for effective development. It is a means for establishing and maintaining essential
programs based on economic opportunities, constraints and the needs of a community. It also:
•
•
•
•

helps to shape a community’s future;
provides structure for mutually accepted goals and a common agenda;
defines the purpose of the community at large and its role in achieving stated goals; and
balances community goals with available resources.

Millier Dickinson Blais was contracted by the City of Orillia to prepare an action oriented and innovative
economic development strategy that would guide the economic development activities of the City for the
next five years. The strategy addresses the need for an overall vision mission statement and clearly
articulates the role of the City in the delivery of economic development services.
The overall objectives for the City’s strategic planning process were twofold:
1. To provide the City of Orillia with clear strategic direction that will enable the community to realize
a common and achievable economic vision; and
2. To provide the City of Orillia with a detailed implementation plan that will enable the City to take
advantage of local, regional and national opportunities that will attract and retain business
investment, create employment, diversify the economy and broaden the tax base.
The approach to the development of this 5 year Economic Development Strategy has included several
key components:
1. A Background and Literature Review of key publications and municipal documents;
2. Community Consultation in the form of Focus Groups, Stakeholder Interviews and an Online
Business Survey;
3. An Economic Base Analysis that details patterns of growth for the City of Orillia together with the
surrounding area;
4. An Industry Sector Analysis that details the competitive position of key sectors and future
economic growth potential;
5. A Competitive Analysis to inform the City’s competitive position relative to select Ontario
jurisdictions;
6. A SWOT Assessment (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) to determine issues and
opportunities impacting the City’s economic growth potential; and
7. The consideration of Performance Measures to ensure the ongoing effectiveness of the strategic
plan.
The result is an economic development strategy that is both strategic and practical and best positions the
City of Orillia to respond to the economic opportunities that will enable investment and growth in the
future.
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Summary of Findings – Situational Analysis
•

The City of Orillia has a population of 30,259 residents, an increase of 3.9% since 2001 and 8% since
1996. While significant, when consideration is given to the rate of growth being experienced across
the region, it is evident that the City is growing at a much slower rate than either the County or the
surrounding townships.

•

There has been a drop in the population aged 25-44 years and those 15 years and younger. While
this drop is not an immediate concern for the City, if the trend continues it would have significant
implications for the future economic growth of the City in terms of its labour pool and workforce
availability as well as its business attraction and retention efforts.

•

The population in the City of Orillia is concentrated in the age cohort of 25-44 and 45-64 years of age.
This age grouping has increased from 50.6% to 53.0% of the population between 2001 and 2006,
with much of that growth coming from the 45-64 year age group. The corresponding growth in the
population between 15 and 24 years also suggests a growth in families with older children.

•

Over the same five year period the size of the resident labour force increased by 8.9%, which
suggests the labour force, is increasing faster than the population as a whole. This in turn suggests a
strong local economy and is supported by the fact, that a higher percentage of those in the labour
force are also actively employed and an unemployment rate that is lower than the provincial average.

•

The large resident workforce in the surrounding area provides the City with a much larger ‘resident’
labour force population with which to support and attract business growth and investment. This fact is
of considerable importance in the context of marketing the labour force capacity and skills to business
that may be available to businesses located in Orillia.

•

While the economy is seen as being fairly diversified, the service sector – retail, accommodation and
food and the arts, entertainment and recreation sectors represents a significant portion of the current
workforce at 36.3% and has increased by 15.4% since 2001. This factor may have implications for
overall income levels in the community, as wages in these sectors are typically lower.

•

The health care and social assistance sector ranks second to the retail sector in terms of total
employment numbers. This is attributed to the fact that Orillia functions as a regional service centre
for the delivery of both health care and social service programming in the region. While the level of
employment dropped slightly between 2001 and 2006, due in part to the closure of the Huronia
Regional Centre, the expansion of Soldier Memorial Hospital is expected to drive higher levels of
employment in the local health care industry in the medium term.

•

Place of Work data from the 2006 census suggests that 51.2 % of Orillia’s resident workforce is
actually working in Orillia while a further 7.9 % of the workforce is working in the Townships of
Ramara, Oro-Medonte and Severn. 9.8 % is working on First Nations reserves

•

Taking into consideration the full pattern of employment in the City, suggests that the City is actually a
net importer of 2,230 jobs, with the majority of these jobs in healthcare, public administration and
retail.

•

While there is a high concentration employment in sales and services occupations, 43.3% of the
labour force is employed in creative class occupations. When consideration is given to the total
‘regional’ workforce of Orillia and the surrounding townships, 46.1% of the local labour force is
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employed in this emerging creative economy. Given that this type of employment often equates to
higher wages, the growth of this sector of the economy has significant implications for the direction of
the City’s economic development strategy in terms of the City’s marketing position, consumer
businesses, the identification of target sectors for growth and the quality of place and experience that
is required to attract and retain this workforce.
•

•

Based on information provided by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
(OMAFRA) REDDI database, combined with the results of a detailed labour force analysis the
following sectors represent the greatest potential for economic growth in the community.
•

Manufacturing;

•

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services;

•

Construction;

•

Health Care and Social Services;

•

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

The recent labour force performance has also contributed to a drop in the number of households
earning less than $40,000 and a significant increase in the number of high income households in the
community. Between 2000 and 2005, the number of households earning in excess of $100,000
increased by 53.3%. This may suggest a general shift towards a higher income brackets and
demonstrate a strengthening of the local economy.

Summary of Findings – SWOT Assessment
A SWOT Assessment (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) was undertaken to examine
the City of Orillia’s ability to support the attraction, retention and expansion of business and industrial
investment, the City’s capacity to deliver on economic development activities and programming and the
overall direction of the strategy and the sustainability of the community over the longer term.
This effort was accomplished through a background and literature review and discussions with more than
40 business and community leaders and the results of a local business survey that included more than
175 respondents. The intent of the consultation program was to elicit insight into the perceived gaps and
opportunities for the City of Orillia in its efforts to advance economic growth and serves to further inform
the discussion as to the City’s competitive position and the direction of the Economic Development
Strategy.
The findings associated with this effort include:

Strengths
•

Quality of Life - Orillia offers excellent lifestyle choices to its residents, which also holds appeal
for attracting the creative class of worker and entrepreneur

•

Proximity to Highway 400 and Greater Toronto Area – Orillia’s proximity to the GTA market
and population is a significant asset to the community and a key consideration for local business
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•

Growing Importance of the Education Sector – local institutions bring stable, higher skilled
jobs, a consumer (student) population and the ability to attract or stimulate growth in industries
that are not currently present in the community

•

Expansion of Soldiers' Memorial Hospital – the expanded and redeveloped hospital is
recognised as being one of the best hospitals for a community the size of Orillia and an important
consideration in the attraction of new residents

•

Emerging Creative Economy – growth in this sector offers opportunities for future growth and
development of the community in the form of professional service firms, service providers, health
care professionals and practitioners as well as the arts and culture

•

Increasing Household Income Levels - households earning over $100,000 are increasingly
demonstrating a strengthening of the local economy and a capacity to support a greater range of
business investment opportunities

•

Competitive Hydro Rates – Municipal ownership of Orillia Power Generating Corporation
represents an opportunity for the City to maintain a competitive cost environment

•

Telecommunications Infrastructure – The Simcoe County Broadband Network ensures that
Orillia has a state of the art fibre optic data communications infrastructure with which to attract
knowledge or technology based industries

•

Community Spirit/Volunteering – Orillia benefits from a strong volunteer community suggesting
that residents are willing to get behind projects which will ensure continued success and health of
the community

•

Surplus Budget – The Town is operating with a surplus budget and has the funds available to
invest in projects that can move the community forward as evidenced by the attraction of Teletech
and Lakehead University

Weaknesses
•

A ‘Perceived’ Lack of Leadership – Council needs to regularly inform the public and business
community on how it proposes to deal with the issues and problems constraining growth

•

Lack of Regional Focus – While the City of Orillia has collaborated regionally on tourism
initiatives and is an active participant in the Central Ontario Economic Development Association,
there appears to be little local support for co-operating with other partners within the region

•

Lack of Progress on Significant Local Community and Development Projects – There is
growing concern for the number of significant local development projects which have stalled
including the MURF, the Huronia Regional Centre and the downtown waterfront

•

Lack of Available Land and Suitable Premises – Orillia is running out of greenfield
development sites and the aging stock of premises, particularly retail space is resulting in areas
of the city with poor quality and deteriorating premises

•

Lack of an Economic Development Marketing Strategy – The City needs to devise a more
effective marketing strategy to engage and inform business and industry on local economic
development activities and the opportunities associated with investing in Orillia
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•

Inadequate Support for Business – There is little economic development support for
businesses, either those setting up or existing businesses looking to grow, within Orillia

•

Decline in Families and Children – There has been a decline in the number and proportion of
young families in Orillia which puts Orillia at risk of becoming a polarised community, with a
young university population and an older retired population

Opportunities
•

Enhance Orillia’s Quality of Place - Orillia has an opportunity to focus on developing its quality
of place, by ensuring that the City continues to offer and promote high quality cultural, heritage,
recreational, and leisure facilities, supported by a range of events festivals and outdoor pursuits

•

The Hospital and Medical Services – The medical and healthcare industry in Ontario is
significant both in its financial contribution to the economy and in its growth potential. The
Soldier’s Memorial Hospital if combined with health studies/sciences courses at Lakehead’s
Orillia campus, could form the focus of a medical services industry in Orillia

•

Creative and Cultural Assets – Orillia has a history of creativity and has an equally strong
artistic and creative community today, centered on Peter Street. These assets need to be utilized
and promoted more effectively, to ensure they are generators of tourism and as an economic
development asset in and of themselves

•

Working Regionally – Working regionally has become a critical part of many economic
development strategies in North America with the realization that the benefits of a larger and
wider market is of greater importance to national and international companies. Orillia has
opportunities to collaborate with a growing number of partners outside of the City to attract and
grow the local economy

•

Regional Airport – Airports have been proven to be a critical location factor for companies that
rely on human capital and operate in global markets and even small regional airports can prove a
substantial benefit to a community. The Simcoe Regional Airport is used substantially by the
O.P.P. and Rama and should be promoted by Orillia to demonstrate its proximity and access to
Toronto

•

Education Led Development – There are a number of communities that have utilized
educational institutions as a means of delivering economic development, as well as wider
community change. The development of a campus for Lakehead University, combined with the
existing Georgian College and O.P.P. facilities, provides Orillia with an excellent opportunity to
utilize educational opportunities to transform the community

•

Downtown and Waterfront Revitalisation – Orillia has an opportunity to revitalise its downtown
by understanding the gaps that exist in the current retail environment and making greater use of
the waterfront and the cultural and heritage resources in the town centre

Threats
•

Growth without Vision - There is a number of positive economic drivers coming together in
Orillia, but there is no overall vision for the type of community that Orillia wants to be in the future.
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•

Demographic and Income Polarisation – The changes in the population and income structure
of Orillia could lead to polarise/separate segments of the community, which could be exacerbated
by the development of the University and other educational institutions.

•

Slowing Global, US and Canadian economy – The current global financial crisis and economic
downturn could have a significant and lasting impact on Ontario’s and Orillia’s economy with
predictions of a protracted recession of a magnitude not experienced since the early 1980s.

•

Reliance on Quality of Life – Quality of life is highly subjective, and competitor communities
across Ontario can equally claim to offer it. The City needs to demonstrate how Orillia can
provide a unique quality of place and experience that resonates with a broader audience

•

Investment Attraction Requires a More Balanced Approach –The City needs to take a more
balanced approach to its investment attraction efforts and deal more directly retention and
expansion of its existing industry base

The City of Orillia Economic Development Strategy
Vision – A prosperous community where economic growth fully capitalizes on the City’s natural
beauty and spirit of entrepreneurism and embraces global and social change

The City of Orillia’s Economic Development Strategy is underpinned by 5 high level goals, intended to
anchor and qualify all strategic initiatives or ensuing actions on the part of the City. These goals also
support the overall vision and desired outcomes of the economic development planning process and
encourage prosperity and opportunity for the city and its residents.
The five goals are:
1. Capitalize on our Educational Institutions
The benefit of higher education extends beyond the straight economic impact of the
institution; it can also deliver other important changes to the community. It can be
instrumental in improving educational standards and expand higher education attainment
enabling more local residents to participate in the opportunities associated with a
changing global economy.
2. Place an Emphasis on Lifestyle
Urban quality has become increasingly important in attracting both the educated worker
as well as business investment regardless of the size of the community. The quality of
the built environment and public spaces, recreational amenities, the vibrancy of its
commercial districts, the condition of the road network and transportation system,
telecommunications infrastructure – all of these are essential and fundamental to
attracting and retaining a talented workforce and creating a desirable place to live.
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3. Target Strategic Growth
In targeting economic growth for the City of Orillia, consideration must be given to the
prevailing trends in both the local economy and the broader economic region and how
best to capitalize on this opportunity. The shift towards a more serviced based economy
that is both skilled and unskilled - is transforming communities across North America.; so
too, is the societal and economic impact that the emerging ‘creative class’ of worker is
having.
4. Strengthen our Business Community
Given the level of entrepreneurism in the community, the City needs to work with its
business community and its educational institutions to foster an entrepreneurial culture
that ensures existing and start up businesses are being adequately supported on an
ongoing basis and positioned as a key input to the City’s economic growth in the future.
5. Effective Marketing and Promotion
A clear and distinctive identity is essential in the attraction of both people and investment
to a city. The impact of global markets and regional competition means that cities must
be proactive in responding to the growing trend of international migration, rising levels of
education worldwide, the growth of information and technology and the heightened flow
of financial investment into foreign markets by investing in sophisticated product
development and promotion to gain and maintain their market share.
While these goals and associated action steps are both aspirational and foundational; to achieve the
vision set out by the strategy requires that the community see the strategy as a series of inter-connected
steps, each with a key role to play in shaping the future of the City of Orillia. It is also important to
recognize that the implementation of this strategy does not happen in isolation of other strategic initiatives
undertaken by the City or its community stakeholders.
A more detailed discussion around the associated action steps is provided in Section 7 of the report.
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1 Introduction
As more and more municipalities assume greater responsibility for their own economic development, the
need for practitioners to set clear and attainable economic development goals and objectives and to
design programs, activities and partnerships that effectively achieve them increases in importance.
Scarcity of resources, ongoing fiscal constraints and the complexity of relationships among local, national,
and international markets also make it necessary to establish community priorities and develop a more
realistic approach to economic development.

1.1

Purpose of the Report

An Economic Development Strategy for the City of Orillia must be clear on the determined direction for
the community and the manner in which the City and the local community will define economic
development in the future.
Strategic planning of this nature is one of the most important tools that an economic development
organization can use for effective development. It is a means for establishing and maintaining essential
programs based on economic opportunities, constraints and the
● ● ●
needs of a community. It also:
•
•
•
•

helps to shape a community’s future;
provides structure for mutually accepted goals and a
common agenda;
defines the purpose of the community at large and its role in
achieving stated goals; and
balances community goals with available resources.

A cornerstone to developing an economic development strategy is
an understanding of Orillia’s current competitive advantages and
competitive disadvantages – business base, labour force, quality of
life, etc. – as well as its potential – emerging industries, presence of
entrepreneurs and capacity for innovation.

“Economic Development is choice; it is
willed from within an economy.
Economic Development occurs when
local leaders choose to identify, invest
in, and develop their own set of
comparative advantages to enable
workers, firms, farms and industry to
better compete in regional, national
and international markets.”
Energizing Entrepreneurs, IEDC
Economic Development Journal, Fall
2008

●

●

●

Millier Dickinson Blais was contracted by the City of Orillia to prepare
an action oriented and innovative economic development plan that would guide the economic
development activities of the City for the next five years. The plan addresses the need for an overall
vision mission statement and clearly articulates the role of the City in the delivery of economic
development services.
The overall objectives for the City’s strategic planning process were twofold:
1. To provide the City of Orillia with clear strategic direction that will enable the community to realize
a common and achievable economic vision; and
2. To provide the City of Orillia with a detailed implementation plan that will enable the City to take
advantage of local, regional and national opportunities that will attract and retain business
investment, create employment, diversify the economy and broaden the tax base.
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1.2

Approach

The approach to the creation of this economic development strategy has included several key
components:
1. A Background and Literature Review;
2. An Economic Base Analysis of the City of Orillia and surrounding area;
3. Community Consultation in the form of focus groups and stakeholder interviews and community
survey;
4. A SWOT Assessment (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) to determine the key
issues impacting the City’s ability to attract and retain business investment;
5. A Competitive Analysis that positions Orillia relative to a select number of other Ontario
communities;
6. The Identification of Key Sectors and Opportunities for economic growth; and
7. A review of Economic Development Service Delivery Models and Budgeting.
The result is an economic development strategy that is both visionary and practical; and positions the City
of Orillia to best respond to the economic opportunities that will ensure investment and growth in the
future.
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2 Economic Base Analysis
A fundamental consideration in the development of an economic development strategy is identifying and
capitalizing on a community’s strengths e.g. demographic make-up, business base, labour force or quality
of life considerations. The following discussion reviews some of the key economic indicators for the City
of Orillia.

2.1

Location

The City of Orillia is strategically located in the economic heartland of Ontario and is only 115 km (71
miles) from the City of Toronto. The City is serviced by two major highways – Highway 400-11 and
Highway 12 (TransCanada) that provide direct access to the Greater Toronto Area and the City of
Toronto, as well as the Town of Markham and the City of Oshawa. In addition, the City is only 20 minutes
from the City of Barrie, one of the fastest growing communities in Ontario.
The City is situated on the shores of Lakes Simcoe and Couchiching and is the business centre for the
surrounding economic region, as well as a tourism destination due to its location as a gateway to the
province’s Muskoka region. In addition, Orillia is a leading port of call on the Trent Severn Waterway
System, a 385 km recreational waterway that links Lake Ontario to the south and Georgian Bay.
Figure 1

Source: Google Earth, 2008
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2.2

Population Growth

Population growth is a strong indicator of a community’s sustainability and viability. According to the 2006
census, the City of Orillia has a population of 30,259 residents, an increase of 3.9% since 2001. The rate
of increase over 1996 to 2006 suggests the population had grown by 8.0%. When consideration is given
to the rate of growth being experienced across the region, it is evident that the City is growing at a much
slower rate than either the County or the surrounding townships.
By comparison, population growth in the townships that surround the City of Orillia has increased at a rate
of the 9.0% between 2001 and 2006 and 19.3% over the longer term.
Anecdotally, it has been suggested that the popularity of the region surrounding the City (the Townships
of Oro-Medonte, Ramara and Severn) is due in part to the greater range and quality of housing options
available as compared to the City of Orillia. The implications of this growth will be explored further in the
report. However, it should be noted that while this population does not live in the City, they directly benefit
from the range of services, amenities and employment opportunities offered by the City of Orillia and
contribute to the City’s economy.
Figure 2

Population Growth, 1996-2006
Population
City of Orillia
City of Barrie
Surrounding Townships*
County of Simcoe**

1996
27,846
79,191
34,767
222,828

2001
29,121
103,710
38,065
244,219

2006
30,259
128,430
41,488
263,515

2001 to 2006 % Change
3.9%
23.8%
9.0%
7.9%

* Surrounding Townships include: Severn, Oro-Medonte, Ramara
**County of Simcoe excludes City of Orillia and City of Barrie
Source: Statistics Canada 1996, 2001, and 2006

2.3

Population by Age Structure

A review of the age structure of the population reveals only minor changes between 2001 and 2006 in
overall percentage terms. While the population in the City of Orillia remains concentrated in the age
cohort of 25-44 and 45-64 years of age, the percentage of the overall population in this group has
increased from 50.6% to 53% of the population in this five year period with much of that growth coming
from the 45-64 age groups. The corresponding growth in the population between 15 and 24 years
suggests a growth in families with older children. This is further supported by a drop in the population
aged 25-44 years and those 15 years and younger. While this drop is not an immediate concern for the
City, if this trend were to continue it would have significant implications for the future economic growth of
the City in terms of its labour pool and workforce availability as well as its business attraction and
retention efforts.
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Figure 3

Population by Age, City of Orillia, 2001 & 2006

2001
2006

Total
Population

<15 years
old

15-24
years old

25-44
years old

29,125
30,255

5,355
4,995

3,710
4,010

7,970
7,305

45-64
65+ years
years old
old
6,810
8,155

5,285
5,795

Source: Statistics 2001, and 2006.

The following figure provides a further understanding of how the regions around the City are performing.
What is immediately noticeable is the higher percentage of younger age cohorts that are present in the
City of Barrie by comparison to any other area of the County. In addition, the City of Orillia, at least in
percentage terms has a higher rate of seniors age 65 and older than elsewhere in the County.
Figure 4

Population by Age: 2006
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%

City of Orillia

15.0%

City of Barrie
Surrounding Townships*

10.0%

County of Simcoe**
5.0%
0.0%
<15 years 15-24 years 25-44 years 45-64 years 65+ years
old
old
old
old
old

Source: Statistics Canada 2001 and 2006
* Surrounding Townships include: Severn, Oro-Medonte, Ramara

**County of Simcoe excludes City of Orillia and City of Barrie

2.4

Labour Force Profile

Another factor indicating a community’s economic health is labour force performance. The figure below
demonstrates the City of Orillia’s total population 15 years and over and in the labour force, the total
number employed and unemployed, those not in the labour force, as well as rates for participation,
employment and unemployment each for 2001 and 2006.
From 2001 to 2006 the size of the resident labour force increased by 8.9% which suggests the labour
force is increasing faster than the population as a whole which suggests a strong local economy. This is
further supported by the fact, that a higher percentage of those in the labour force are also actively
employed. Orillia’s participation rate increased to 64.1% in 2006 but still lags behind the provincial
average of 67.1%.
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Although the participation and employment rates of the City of Orillia are both slightly below those for the
Province of Ontario, the unemployment rate is notably lower (0.7%) than Ontario’s for 2006. Together
these trends reinforce the suggestion that Orillia has a healthy and growing economy.
Figure 5

Labour Force Characteristics by Age (15 years +) City of Orillia, 2001 and
2006
Orillia 2001 *
Orillia 2006**
Total Population 15 years and
22,780
24,160
over
14,235
15,495
In the Labour Force
13,335
900
8,545
62.5
58.5
6.3

Employed
Unemployed
Not in the Labour Force
Participation Rate
Employment Rate
Unemployment Rate

14,605
890
8,660
64.1
60.5
5.7

*Source: Statistics Canada, 2001
** Source: Statistics Canada, 2006

A further consideration in terms of overall economic performance is the results attributed to the
surrounding townships. This is particularly relevant given the rate of population growth in the region
surrounding Orillia, as it provides the City with a much larger ‘resident’ labour force population with which
to support and attract business growth and investment.
These results suggest that there is a large resident workforce in the surrounding area with an equivalent
level of labour force participation. This fact is of considerable importance in the context of marketing the
labour force capacity and skills to business that may be available to businesses located in Orillia.
Figure 6

Labour Force Activity: City of Orillia & Area, 2006
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%

Surrounding Communitites

30.0%

Orillia

20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
In the labour
force

Employed

Unemployed

Not in the labour
force

* Surrounding Townships include: Severn, Oro-Medonte, Ramara
Source: Statistics Canada, 2006
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2.5

Labour Force by Industry

In 2006, the City’s labour force was comprised of 15,295 people, an increase of 9.6% over 2001. While
the economy is seen as being fairly diversified, the service sector – retail, accommodation and food and
the arts, entertainment and recreation sectors represents a significant portion of the current workforce at
36.3% and has increased by 15.4% since 2001. This factor may have implications for overall income
levels in the community, as wages in these sectors are typically lower.
The health care and social assistance sector ranks second to the retail sector in terms of total
employment numbers. This is attributed to the fact that Orillia functions as a regional service centre for
the delivery of both health care and social service programming in the region. While the level of
employment dropped slightly between 2001 and 2006, the expansion of Soldier Memorial Hospital is
expected to drive higher levels of employment in the local health care industry in the medium term.
Employment levels attributed to the manufacturing sector comprise 8.4% of the total population, a drop of
2.7% since 2001. While a concern for the community, this trend is consistent with the performance of the
manufacturing sector in both Ontario and across the country, as we witness the shift from a goods
producing economy to a high value service economy. This trend is discussed further in the industry
sector discussion of the report.
It should be noted that in discussing the labour force by industry, consideration is given to the total
workforce by sector, regardless of whether that individual worker is employed in Orillia. This approach is
intended to demonstrate the overall strength and diversity of the local workforce.
Figure 7
Labour Force by Industry 2001 and 2006: City of Orillia
2006
Orillia
%

Orillia

%

All Industries (NAICS) Total Labour Force

15,295

100

13,955

100

11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
21 Mining and oil and gas extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
41 Wholesale trade
44-45 Retail trade
48-49 Transportation and warehousing
51 Information and cultural industries
52 Finance and insurance
53 Real estate and rental and leasing
54 Professional, scientific and technical services
55 Management of companies and enterprises
56 Administrative and support, waste management and
remediation services
61 Educational services

45
40
60
990
1,285
470
2,165
390
195
325
285
550
10

0.29%
0.26%
0.39%
6.47%
8.40%
3.07%
14.15%
2.55%
1.27%
2.12%
1.86%
3.60%
0.07%

40
45
50
820
1,550
450
2,040
395
155
330
285
360
10

0.29%
0.32%
0.36%
5.88%
11.11%
3.22%
14.62%
2.83%
1.11%
2.36%
2.04%
2.58%
0.07%

800

5.23%

420

3.01%

860

5.62%

750

5.37%

62 Health care and social assistance

1,800

11.77%

1,855

13.29%

71 Arts, entertainment and recreation
72 Accommodation and food services
81 Other services (except public administration)

1,615
1,785
695

10.56%
11.67%
4.54%

1,455
1,325
680

10.43%
9.49%
4.87%

900

5.88%

940

6.74%

91 Public administration

2001

Source: Statistics Canada 2001 and 2006

Figures 9, provides further insight into the economic diversity associated with the surrounding townships,
the County of Simcoe and the City of Barrie in comparison to the City of Orillia. This chart suggests that
the City of Orillia has a significantly higher proportion of its workforce employed in the accommodation
and food services and arts entertainment sectors when compared to the other areas of Simcoe County.
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This may be attributed in part to the presence of Casino Rama. The results also suggest that the City has
a higher proportion of its workforce employed by the retail sector. As noted previously, these results are
likely to impact income levels in the community as well as the perceived skills level.
In contrast, the City has a higher proportion of its local labour force employed in the health care and social
assistance sector than do the other regions of Simcoe County.
It is also interesting to note that the City has a lower proportion of its local labour force employed in the
manufacturing sector. This suggests that the City may have to attract a workforce from outside the
community to sustain or grow its manufacturing base.

2.6

Labour Force by Place of Work

As noted earlier, figure 7 considers only the resident workforce by sector, and does not provide an
indication of where these workers are in fact working. Based on the results of the place of work data
provided by Statistics Canada (illustrated in Figure 8), approximately 51.2 % of Orillia’s resident workforce
is actually working in Orillia. A further 7.9 % of the workforce is working in the Townships of Ramara, OroMedonte and Severn. 9.8 % is working on First Nations reserves (e.g. Casino Rama). Other significant
workplace destinations include Barrie, Gravenhurst and Toronto.
Figure 8

Place of residence / Place of work
Orillia (CY) / Orillia (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Mnjikaning First Nation 32 (Rama First Nation 32) (IRI)
Orillia (CY) / Severn (TP)
Orillia (CY) / Barrie (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Oro-Medonte (TP)
Orillia (CY) / Gravenhurst (T)
Orillia (CY) / Toronto (C)
Orillia (CY) / Ramara (TP)
Orillia (CY) / New Tecumseth (T)
Orillia (CY) / Bracebridge (T)
Orillia (CY) / Springwater (TP)
Orillia (CY) / Midland (T)
Orillia (CY) / Vaughan (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Hamilton (C)
Orillia (CY) / Penetanguishene (T)
Orillia (CY) / Brampton (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Essa (TP)
Orillia (CY) / Mississauga (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Innisfil (T)
Orillia (CY) / Newmarket (T)
Orillia (CY) / Kawartha Lakes (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Bradford West Gwillimbury (T)
Orillia (CY) / Georgina (T)
Orillia (CY) / Kingston (CY)
Orillia (CY) / Richmond Hill (T)
Orillia (CY) / Muskoka Lakes (TP)
Source: Statistics Canada - 2006 Census. Catalogue Number 97-561-XCB2006011.

Total
7830
1500
690
625
400
180
165
125
105
70
60
50
45
35
35
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
20
20
20
20
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Given the lack of industry that is located in the rural areas of the County of Simcoe and the townships
surrounding the City of Orillia, one can also assume that much of the workforce that is found in these
parts of the region are in fact working elsewhere. Based on the place of work data for the surrounding
townships, 23 % of its resident workforce (1,215 people) is working in Orillia, with the highest proportion
coming from Severn at 30.7%. A further 625 people commute daily from the City of Barrie to employment
in the City of Orillia. This pattern of employment is an important consideration for the City and suggests
the need to present a regional workforce when representing and marketing the size and skill sets of its
available labour force.
Figure 9

Labour Force by Industry, 2006
91 Public administration
81 Other services (except public administration)
72 Accommodation and food services
71 Arts, entertainment and recreation
62 Health care and social assistance
61 Educational services
56 Administrative and support, waste management and remediation services
55 Management of companies and enterprises
54 Professional, scientific and technical services
County of Simcoe

53 Real estate and rental and leasing

Surrounding Townships

52 Finance and insurance

City of Barrie
51 Information and cultural industries

City of Orillia

48-49 Transportation and warehousing
44-45 Retail trade
41 Wholesale trade
31-33 Manufacturing
23 Construction
22 Utilities
21 Mining and oil and gas extraction
11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

Source: Statistics Canada 2006
* Surrounding Townships include: Severn, Oro-Medonte, Ramara
**County of Simcoe excludes City of Orillia and City of Barrie

2.7

Labour Force by Occupation

Figure 10 provides a profile of the concentration of the labour force by occupation for the City of Orillia for
2001 and 2006. These results reinforce the previous observation that although the local economy is
diverse, there are a smaller number of sectors comprising much of the labour force.
Areas of high labour force concentration in the City of Orillia in 2006 include:
•
•
•
•

Sales and service occupations (37.2%)
Business, finance and administration occupations (16.0%)
Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations (12.8%)
Management Occupations (7.6%)

It should be noted with respect to the high level of sales and service occupations in the community, that
much of the employment (non-commissioned police officers) associated with the OPP Headquarters is
captured by the sales and service category.
When consideration is given to the growth in the labour force by occupation between 2001 and 2006 a
somewhat different picture emerges. The following occupations have experienced an increase in the
number of workers in Orillia.
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•
•
•
•

Art, culture, recreation and sport (47.9%)
Business, finance and administration occupations (28.8%)
Health occupations (14.4%)
Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations (8.7%)

Figure 10
Labour Force by Occupation, City of Orillia, 2001 and 2006
OCCUPATION

2001*

2006**

Total Experienced Labour Force - 15 years and older

13,955

15,295

Management occupations
Business, finance and administration occupations

1,375
1,745

1,160
2,450

450

370

Health occupations
Social science, education, government service and religion

770
1,200

900
1,265

Art, culture, recreation and sport
Sales and service occupations
Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations

245
5,240
1,790

470
5,695
1,960

Occupations unique to primary industry

275

235

Occupations unique to processing, manufacturing and utilities

850

785

Natural and applied sciences and related occupations

*Source: Statistics Canada, 2001
**Source: Statistics Canada, 2006

Figure 11

Labour Force by Occupation, City of Orillia & Area, 2006
J Occupations unique to processing; manufacturing
and utilities
I Occupations unique to primary industry
H Trades; transport and equipment operators and
related occupations
G Sales and service occupations
F Occupations in art; culture; recreation and sport
Orillia

E Occupations in social science; education;
government service and religion

Surrounding Townships

D Health occupations
C Natural and applied sciences and related
occupations
B Business; finance and administration occupations
A Management occupations

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% 40.0%
* Surrounding Townships include: Severn, Oro-Medonte, Ramara
Source: Statistics Canada 2001 and 2006
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2.7.1

Labour Force by Occupation: Creative Industries

An essential component in determining a community’s level of innovation or creativity is an understanding
of the degree to which a workforce is skilled or specialized. These types of occupations are often referred
to as the creative occupations or the ‘creative class’ of workers.
In the book The Rise of the Creative Class, Professor Richard Florida details the significant societal and
economic impact that the creative class of worker is having on both local and international economies and
the shifts being made to attract and retain this type of workforce, as more and more economic developers
realize the importance of this aspect of a workforce. He defines the creative class as including people in:
•
•
•
•

science and engineering,
architecture and design,
education,
arts, music and entertainment.

He also includes the broader group of creative professionals in:
•
•
•

business and finance,
law, and
health care and related fields.

Although it was previously indicated that there is a high concentration (37.2%) of labour in sales and
services occupations, 43.3% of the labour force is employed in creative class occupations. When
consideration is given to the total ‘regional’ workforce of Orillia and the surrounding townships, 46.1% of
the local labour force is employed in this emerging creative economy. Given that this type of employment
often equates to higher wages, the growth of this sector of the economy has significant implications for
the direction of the City’s economic development strategy in terms of the it’s marketing position, consumer
businesses, the identification of target sectors for growth and the quality of place and experience that is
required to attract and retain this workforce.
Figure 12 displays further analysis into the creative class occupations. For the purposes of this report,
these occupations were matched to the National Occupation Classification System and include:
Management Occupations, Business, Finance & Administration Occupations, Natural and Applied
Sciences; Health; Social Sciences and Education; and Art and Culture occupations.
As illustrated, there is a broad distribution of skills and talents in the local workforce. Most notable is the
increase in the number of individuals with occupations in the arts, culture and recreation occupations
(93.8%) as well as business, finance and health occupations. This fact is encouraging given the growing
importance of the service sector to the province’s economy.
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Figure 12

Labour Force by Creative Occupation, City of Orillia, 2001 and 2006
2006
Occupation
1,160
A Management occupations
70
A0 Senior management occupations
235
A1 Specialist managers
560
A2 Managers in retail trade, food and accommodation services
300
A3 Other managers
2,450
B Business, finance and administration occupations
255
B0 Professional occupations in business and finance
160
B1 Finance and insurance administration occupations
235
B2 Secretaries
180
B3 Administrative and regulatory occupations
120
B4 Clerical supervisors
1,495
B5 Clerical occupations
370
C Natural and applied sciences and related occupations
160
C0 Professional occupations in natural and applied sciences
210
C1 Technical occupations related to natural and applied sciences
900
D Health occupations
85
D0 Professional occupations in health
290
D1 Nurse supervisors and registered nurses
180
D2 Technical and related occupations in health
345
D3 Assisting occupations in support of health services
E Occupations in social science, education, government service and religion
E0 Judges, lawyers, psychologists, social workers, ministers of religion, and
policy and program officers
E1 Teachers and professors
E2 Paralegals, social services workers and occupations in education and
religion
F Occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport
F0 Professional occupations in art and culture
F1 Technical occupations in art, culture, recreation and sport

2001
1,375
75
260
690
355
1,745
175
135
225
175
75
965
450
170
275
770
145
270
175
180

1,270

1,200

290
500

335
465

470
475
160
315

405
245
110
140

Source: Statistics Canada 2001 and 2006

2.8

Educational Attainment

The level of educational attainment or ‘human capital’ within a community is often used as a proxy for the
capacity for innovation and entrepreneurial activity. Human capital is defined as an accumulation of skills
and talents which manifests itself in the educated and skilled workforce of the region (Mathur, 1999).
The educational levels attained by a resident population also have implications for the growth of that local
economy and whether its labour force will be seen as attractive to business and industry. In 2006, 44.9%
of the resident population in the City of Orillia has attained some level of post-secondary education as
compared to average of 51.0% across Ontario.
While a direct comparison of 2001 and 2006 census data is not possible due to the manner in which the
information has been collected, the data does suggest that there has been an increase in the number of
university graduates with a bachelor’s degree or higher in the City of Orillia. This may be attributed in part,
to the opening of Lakehead University, as well as the increase in healthcare workers and the ongoing
growth attributed to both Georgian College and Ontario Provincial Police General Headquarters.
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Figure 13
Educational Profile, City of Orillia & the Province of Ontario
2006
Total population 15 years and over

Orillia
24,160

%
100.0%

Ontario
9,819,420

%
100.0%

Secondary Education
No certificate, diploma or degree
High school certificate or equivalent

13,305
6,570
6,735

55.1%
27.2%
27.9%

4,812,200
2,183,625
2,628,575

49.0%
22.2%
26.8%

Post-Secondary Education
Apprenticeship or trades certificate or diploma
College, CEGEP or other non-university certificate or diploma
University certificate or diploma below the bachelor level
University certificate, diploma or degree

10,855
2,225
5,140
630
2,860

44.9%
9.2%
21.3%
2.6%
11.8%

5,007,220
785,115
1,804,775
405,270
2,012,060

51.0%
8.0%
18.4%
4.1%
20.5%

Source: Statistics Canada 2006
* A direct comparison between 2001 and 2006 data is unattainable, due to the manner the census data was compiled in 2001 as it differs greatly to 2006

Figure 14 illustrates the education profile for the City of Orillia as compared to the surrounding townships.
These results indicate that while the City has a higher proportion of its population age 15 and older, the,
the surrounding townships have achieved higher post secondary education attainment levels. While this
is not necessarily problematic for the City given the percentage of people who live in the surrounding area
and work in Orillia, it does reinforce the need to promote a regional workforce as part of the City’s ongoing
business attraction and retention efforts.
Figure 14
Education Profile, City of Orillia and Surrounding Area, 2006
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
Orillia

15.0%

Surrounding
Townships

10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Total population 15
No certificate,
years and over
diploma or degree

High school
certificate or
equivalent

University
Apprenticeship or College, CEGEP or
certificate or
trades certificate or other non-university
diploma below the
certificate or
diploma
bachelor level
diploma

Source: Statistics Canada 2006
* Surrounding Townships include: Severn, Oro-Medonte, Ramara
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2.9

Education by Major Field of Study

The following figure provides a post secondary education profile for the City of Orillia by major field of
study. Based on these 2006 results, the fields of study with the highest concentration of graduates in the
City of Orillia include:
•
•
•

Business, management and public administration (21%)
Health, parks, recreation and fitness (18.3%)
Architecture, engineering, and related technologies (17.7%)

Concentration in the aforementioned fields of study supports the conclusions regarding a growing creative
class economy as discussed earlier in the report.
Figure 15

Post-Secondary Education Profile, City of Orillia, 2006
Total - Major field of study - Classification of Instructional
14,610
Programs, 2000
No postsecondary certificate, diploma or degree
7,250
Education
510
Visual and performing arts, and communications
350
technologies
Humanities
375
Social and behavioural sciences and law
715
Business, management and public administration
1,545
Physical and life sciences and technologies
140
Mathematics, computer and information sciences
265
Architecture, engineering, and related technologies
1,305
Agriculture, natural resources and conservation
95
Health, parks, recreation and fitness
1,345
Personal, protective and transportation services
715
Other fields of study
0
Source: Statistics Canada, 2006

2.10 Household Income
Figure 16 illustrates the change in household income levels in the City of Orillia for 2000 and 2005. Over
this time period, the number of households earning less than $40,000 decreased in number and the
number of low-income households earning less $10,000 dropped from 630 households to 500. However,
43.8% of households in Orillia continue to earn less than $40,000. This concentration may be attributed in
part to the concentration of social service programming in the community and the high proportion of retail
and service industry jobs.
In contrast, the City has seen a significant increase in the number of high income households in the
community. Between 2000 and 2005, the number of households earning in excess of $100,000 increased
by 53.3%. This may suggest a general shift towards a higher income brackets and demonstrate a
strengthening of the local economy. However, seen against the results for other areas of the County, the
City lags behind in the growth of higher income brackets and has a higher proportion of households in the
lower income levels (Figure 17).
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Figure 16

Income Characteristics by Household, City of Orillia, 2000 and 2005

Total Number of Households
Households with Income under $10,000
$10,000 - $19,999
$20,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $59,999
$60,000 - $69,999
$70,000 - $79,999
$80,000 - $89,999
$90,000 - $99, 999
$100,000 and over

2000

2005

11,605
630
1,675
1,600
1,575
1,355
1,115
890
840
530
325
1,070

12,230
500
1,505
1,505
1,465
1,560
1,135
985
765
685
485
1,640

Source: Statistics Canada: 2001 & 2006 Census

Figure 17

Income Characteristics: Percentage of
Households, 2005
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%

City of Orillia

5.0%

City of Barrie

0.0%

County of Simcoe
Surrounding Townships

Source: Statistics Canada 2006

Source: Statistics Canada, 2006 Census
* To calculate the income characteristics of the surrounding townships, an average was taken
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3 Industry Sector Analysis
When reviewing the performance of Orillia’s economy, it is important to reflect on the fact that until
recently, the traditional comparative economic advantage for many communities across the country has
been ready access to natural resources, an ample supply of well skilled and semi-skilled labour at
reasonable costs, relatively cheap supplies of energy and proximity to the United States market. These
advantages have favoured, and for a long period of time sustained, a resource and manufacturing based
economy in many communities across Ontario and Canada.
But these advantages are diminishing as evidenced by the rate at which labour intensive industrial activity
has moved off-shore to lower cost locations or the degree to which manufacturing functions have been
automated in order to reduce cost and increase production. The ongoing loss of manufacturing jobs in
Ontario is also an indicator of a sector that is both transitioning and transforming. While many
communities are experiencing these trends and a corresponding downturn in their local economies, it is
the smaller towns and cities that can feel this impact, more directly.
The growing impact of technology on business and industrial operations is redrawing the country’s
industrial base and opening up new opportunities for pharmaceutical crops, precision products from
advanced manufacturing, and newly-branded local and regional products marketed via the Internet –
markets that did not exist a few short years ago.
In addition, a different kind of high tech company is emerging, one that is oriented around the technology
needs of local companies, in other sectors of the economy such as manufacturing, retail trade, finance &
real estate, business and professional services. Technology development companies are showing up in
smaller regions, including cost-conscious firms, and entrepreneurs who simply prefer the lifestyle and
improved quality of life offered by smaller urban and rural communities.

3.1

Location Quotients

In order to determine the level and degree of business and industrial specialization, thus the economic
diversity that may be developing in the City of Orillia, location quotients (“LQ’s”) have been calculated to
identify and measure the concentration of industry/business activity by major sector and sub-sector.
Location Quotients are a commonly used tool in local/regional economic analysis. They assess the
concentration of economic activities within a smaller area relative to the overarching region in which it
resides. For the purposes of this study we have calculated location quotients that compare the City of
Orillia industry sector concentration relative to the Province of Ontario. We have also included the results
associated with the surrounding townships, the City of Barrie and the County of Simcoe.
A location quotient greater than 1.0 for a given sector indicates a local concentration of economic activity
as compared to the overarching region, the Province of Ontario which may equate to a competitive
advantage. Location Quotients equal to 1.0 for a given sector suggest that the City of Orillia has the same
concentration of economic activity as the overarching region. Finally, a location quotient of less than 1.0
indicates a concentration of economic activity that is less than the overarching region and may point to a
gap or disadvantage in attracting this form of business or industry.
In theory, industrial or business concentration that is greater than the overarching region average may
represent the export base of the participating municipalities. Businesses that make up this export base
may have likely chosen to locate in the area due to certain regional competitive advantages. These
competitive advantages can be used to attract further investment in the future, in the same or
complimentary industries.
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Definitions for individual sectors are based on the North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS) and are provided in the Appendix to this report.
The industry concentration in the City of Orillia relative to the Province of Ontario reveals the highest
concentration of labour in the following sectors:
•
•
•

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Health Care and Social Assistance

(LQ 5.17%)
(LQ 1.85%)
(LQ 1.32%)

It should be noted that not all the employment captured in the analysis actually resides in Orillia, for
instance the high performance of the Arts, Entertainment and Recreation sector is directly attributed to the
presence of Casino Rama. As discussed earlier approximately 1500 workers are employed by the
Mnjikaning and Rama First Nations. This includes those employed by the First Nation bands as well as
businesses on First Nation’s lands like Casino Rama.
The results ascribed to the Health Care and Social Assistance sector is due in part to the concentration of
social service agencies to be found in the community and the importance of the City as a regional service
centre. However, it also underscores the importance of the Health sector in the community, both in terms
of its position as a major employer as noted previously, but also in the opportunities this may present to
attract additional practitioners as well as programming and services to the community.
The results of the Location Quotient analysis suggest that the City of Orillia has a somewhat localized
economy. This means much of the employment is being driven by local business and industry needs and
local population growth rather than a capacity for exporting either services or products to a broader
economic region. This is further supported by the significant number of workers that commute to
employment in other jurisdictions. In order to ensure a diverse and healthy local economy over the longer
term, consideration should be given to opportunities to enhance and develop those industries that are
able to service the needs and demands of a larger regional or provincial economy.
Figures 18, 19, 20 and 21 provide further understanding of the performance of the City of Barrie, the
surrounding townships and the County of Simcoe relative to the Province of Ontario.
In order to understand where the potential for future economic growth and investment may lie,
consideration must also be given to the pattern of business development that has occurred in the
community over a similar period of time.
The following section discusses this further.
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Figure 18
Location Quotients for 2-Digit NAICS Industries, City of Orillia, 2001-2006
Industry (NAICS)
71 - Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
72 - Accommodation and Food Services
62 - Health Care and Social Assistance
44-45 - Retail Trade
56 - Administrative and Support, Waste Management and
Remediation Services
23 - Construction
91 - Public Administration
53 - Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
81 - Other Services (except Public Administration)
61 - Educational Services
21 - Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
41 - Wholesale Trade
48-49 - Transportation and Warehousing
31-33 - Manufacturing
22 - Utilities
55 - Management of Companies and Enterprises
54 - Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
51 - Information and Cultural Industries
52 - Finance and Insurance
11 - Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting

2006
5.17
1.85
1.32
1.26

Classification
High
High
High
High

2001
5.12
1.50
1.50
1.30

Classification
High
High
High
High

1.23

High

0.70

Low

1.16
1.15
1.03
1.00
0.90
0.74
0.66
0.55
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.50
0.45
0.44
0.14

High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

1.06
1.31
1.12
1.07
0.87
0.92
0.69
0.61
0.68
0.46
0.54
0.36
0.39
0.48
0.14

Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

2001
1.27
1.00
1.27
1.04
1.17
1.10
1.21
1.10
0.92
1.02
1.00
0.68
0.93
1.00
0.88
0.14
0.71
0.63
0.20
0.14

Classification
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Source: Statistics Canada , 2001 and 2006 Census

Figure 19
Location Quotients for 2-Digit NAICS Industries, City of Barrie, 2001-2006
Industry (NAICS)
2006
Classification
23 - Construction
1.34
High
91 - Public Administration
1.21
High
44-45 - Retail Trade
1.21
High
48-49 - Transportation and Warehousing
1.15
High
72 - Accommodation and Food Services
1.15
High
53 - Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
1.14
High
41 - Wholesale Trade
1.11
High
56 - Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Re
1.11
High
61 - Educational Services
Medium
1.07
71 - Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Medium
1.05
62 - Health Care and Social Assistance
Medium
1.03
22 - Utilities
Medium
1.03
81 - Other Services (except Public Administration)
Medium
1.00
31-33 - Manufacturing
Medium
0.88
51 - Information and Cultural Industries
Medium
0.79
55 - Management of Companies and Enterprises
Medium
0.76
54 - Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
0.63
Low
52 - Finance and Insurance
0.62
Low
21 - Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
0.32
Low
11 - Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
0.18
Low
Source: Statistics Canada , 2001 and 2006 Census
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Figure 20
Location Quotients for 2-Digit NAICS Industries, Surrounding Townships, 2001-2006
2006
Classification
71 - Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
2.79
High
23 - Construction
1.92
High
21 - Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
1.37
High
11 - Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
1.27
High
81 - Other Services (except Public Administration)
1.21
High
91 - Public Administration
1.16
High
61 - Educational Services
1.15
High
72 - Accommodation and Food Services
1.09
Medium
62 - Health Care and Social Assistance
Medium
1.08
56 - Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Re
Medium
1.08
22 - Utilities
Medium
1.02
44-45 - Retail Trade
Medium
0.97
53 - Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Medium
0.95
48-49 - Transportation and Warehousing
Medium
0.86
54 - Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
Medium
0.76
41 - Wholesale Trade
Low
0.74
31-33 - Manufacturing
0.67
Low
51 - Information and Cultural Industries
0.50
Low
52 - Finance and Insurance
0.35
Low
55 - Management of Companies and Enterprises
0.34
Low

2001
3.09
1.55
1.29
1.89
1.18
1.18
1.06
0.97
1.10
0.85
1.01
1.09
0.78
1.19
0.53
0.65
0.77
0.49
0.44
0.38

Classification
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low

2001
1.52
1.45
1.60
1.15

Classification
High
High
High
Medium

Source: Statistics Canada , 2001 and 2006 Census

Figure 21
Location Quotients for 2-Digit NAICS Industries, County of Simcoe, 2001-2006
2006
Classification
1.67
High
23 - Construction
71 - Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
1.43
High
11 - Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
1.21
High
91 - Public Administration
1.18
High
56 - Administrative and Support, Waste Management and
High
Remediation Services
1.08
72 - Accommodation and Food Services
1.07
Medium
53 - Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
1.05
Medium
44-45 - Retail Trade
1.02
Medium
62 - Health Care and Social Assistance
Medium
1.01
48-49 - Transportation and Warehousing
1.01
Medium
61 - Educational Services
Medium
1.00
81 - Other Services (except Public Administration)
Medium
1.00
22 - Utilities
Medium
0.99
41 - Wholesale Trade
Medium
0.98
31-33 - Manufacturing
Medium
0.97
21 - Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
0.67
Low
54 - Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
0.63
Low
55 - Management of Companies and Enterprises
0.60
Low
51 - Information and Cultural Industries
0.57
Low
52 - Finance and Insurance
0.47
Low

0.97
0.99
0.88
1.01
0.98
1.12
0.82
1.02
0.90
0.95
1.15
0.49
0.58
0.27
0.59
0.47

Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low

Source: Statistics Canada , 2001 and 2006 Census

**County of Simcoe excludes City of Orillia and City of Barrie
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3.2

Canadian Business Patterns Data

In addition to the results of the location quotient analysis, consideration has also been given to Statistics
Canada’s Canadian Business Pattern Data which provides a record of the total number of local business
establishments by industry and size. Sources of information are updates from the Statistics Canada
survey program and the Business Number registration source collected from the Canada Revenue
Agency (CRA). The business data collected for Orillia includes all local business which meets at least
one of the three following criteria:
1. Have an employee workforce for which they submit payroll remittances to CRA; or
2. Have a minimum of $30,000 in annual sales revenue; or
3. Are incorporated under a federal or provincial act and have filed a federal corporate
income tax form within the past three years.
The Canadian Business Patterns Data records business counts by “Total”, “Indeterminate”, and “Subtotal
categories”. The establishments in the “Indeterminate” category include the self-employed, (i.e. those who
do not maintain an employee payroll, but may have a workforce consisting of contracted workers, family
members or business owners). A review of the results for the City of Orillia provides an understanding of
the business growth or decline by NAICS codes, the size of operations in terms of the number of
employees and the historical performance of the sector over the period 2001-2007. This information,
combined with the LQ analysis assists in refining the discussion of sector opportunities for the City of
Orillia.
Figure 22 provides an understanding of the rate of business growth by sector for the period 2001 and
2007 across all categories of Business Pattern Data. Those sectors that have shown the most marked
increase in percentage terms (excluding the self employed) include:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction (128.8% increase)
Educational Services (122.2% increase)
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services (83.6% increase)
Wholesale Trade (73.5% increase)
Manufacturing (65.9% increase)

Notwithstanding the findings in Figure 22, the following sectors dominate in terms of the total number of
businesses in Orillia (excluding the self employed).
•
•
•
•
•

Retail Trade (16.7% of businesses)
Health Care and Social Assistance (12.4% of businesses)
Construction (12.2% of businesses)
Other Services (12.2% of businesses)
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services ( 8.2% of businesses)

Overall, there has been a 44.4% increase in the number of businesses operating in Orillia from 2001 to
2007. In addition, the number of self employed or cottage industry operations has increased by 55.3%,
with much of that concentrated in the Professional, Scientific and Technical Services and Construction
sectors. The increase in professional service firms provides further support to the concept of a growing
high value service economy within the City of Orillia.
The most substantial increases in business operations have been seen in those companies with 10-19
employees (81.9% increase) followed by companies with 5-9 employees (76.9% increase). In supporting
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future growth and investment in the City, it is essential that the City understand and support the business
needs of this element of the local economy. This is particularly relevant in light of research and
documentation that suggests that an overwhelming percentage of new investment is a result of
companies already located in a community.
Figure 22
Business by Size, City of Orillia, 2007

All Industries
11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
21 Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
41 Wholesale Trade
44-45 Retail Trade
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing
51 Information and Cultural Industries
52 Finance and Insurance
53 Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
54 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
55 Management of Companies and Enterprises
56 Administrative and Support, Waste Management and
Remediation Services
61 Educational Services
62 Health Care and Social Assistance
71 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
72 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
81 Other Services (except Public Administration)
91 Public Administration

Total
2530
41
2
3
359
109
104
352
118
26
128
268
210
62
117

Indeterminate
1302
33
1
0
208
36
45
146
84
12
91
229
122
49
58

Subtotal
1228
8
1
3
151
73
59
206
34
14
37
39
88
13
59

38
174
45
135
236
3

18
21
28
35
86
0

20
153
17
100
150
3

Source: Statistics Canada, Business Patterns Data, December 2007

Business by Size, City of Orillia, 2007
Subtotal
1,228
8
1
3
151
73
59
206
34
14
37
39
88
13
59
20

1 to 4
623
4
0
0
99
20
25
82
12
8
19
24
59
8
28
9

5 to 9
276
2
1
0
21
16
11
60
11
1
6
15
16
2
17
7

10 to 19
171
2
0
2
20
9
12
37
6
3
8
0
9
2
9
1

62 Health Care and Social Assistance

153

92

32

17

5

2

4

0

1

71 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
72 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
81 Other Services (except Public Administration)
91 Public Administration

17
100
150
3

6
27
101
0

2
20
35
1

6
22
6
0

2
20
6
0

1
8
1
1

0
2
1
1

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

All Industries
11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
21 Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
41 Wholesale Trade
44-45 Retail Trade
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing
51 Information and Cultural Industries
52 Finance and Insurance
53 Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
54 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
55 Management of Companies and Enterprises
56 Administrative and Support, Waste Management
61 Educational Services

20 to 49
100
0
0
1
9
12
8
19
4
1
4
0
2
1
3
3

50 to 99
33
0
0
0
1
8
3
5
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

100 to 199 200 to 499
19
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
7
1
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

500 +
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Statistics Canada, Business Patterns Data, December 2007
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Business by Size, City of Orillia, 2001
Total Indeterminate
1695
838
8
6
1
0
191
0
263
125
144
28
352
38
359
112
96
53
99
7
267
47
313
149
164
73
104
29
81
38

All Industries
11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
21 Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
41 Wholesale Trade
44-45 Retail Trade
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing
51 Information and Cultural Industries
52 Finance and Insurance
53 Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
54 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
55 Management of Companies and Enterprises
56 Administrative and Support, Waste Management and
Remediation
61 Educational Services
62 Health Care and Social Assistance
71 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
72 Accommodation and Food Services
81 Other Services (except Public Administration)
91 Public Administration

166
185
140
269
164
3

Subtotal
850
1
1
0
66
44
34
168
26
10
35
36
55
7
30

4
18
21
25
65
0

9
135
11
83
96
3

Source: Statistics Canada: Canadian Business Patterns, 2001

Business by Size, City of Orillia, 2001

11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
21 Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
41 Wholesale Trade
44-45 Retail Trade
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing
51 Information and Cultural Industries
52 Finance and Insurance
53 Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
54 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
55 Management of Companies and Enterprises
56 Administrative and Support, Waste Management and
Remediation
61 Educational Services
62 Health Care and Social Assistance
71 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
72 Accommodation and Food Services
81 Other Services (except Public Administration)
91 Public Administration

Subtotal
850
1
1
0
66
44
34
168
26
10
35
36
55
7
30

1 to 4
468
1
0
0
42
16
14
74
14
3
21
25
40
5
18

5 to 9
156
0
1
0
11
7
10
41
5
4
5
7
5
1
4

10 to 19
94
0
0
0
3
6
4
25
4
1
4
3
4
0
4

20 to 49
79
0
0
0
6
9
3
18
2
1
5
1
4
1
2

9
135
11
83
96
3

7
94
2
28
64
0

2
23
4
11
14
1

0
12
3
14
6
1

0
1
0
19
7
0

50 to 99 100 to 199 200 to 499
27
20
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
1
4
1
3
0
0
7
2
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
6
4
0

0
2
0
4
0
1

0
0
1
1
0
0

500 +
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

Source: Statistics Canada: Canadian Business Patterns, 2001

3.3

Labour Flow Analysis

3.3.1 Orillia’s Target Sectors
Based on the preceding analysis, there would appear to be the potential for growth across a number of
industry sectors. It is important however, to differentiate between those sectors that are driven by
population growth e.g. retail or construction and those opportunities that may represent growth in export
capabilities (both goods and services) for the community. A further consideration is how one sector can
support and drive growth in another sector.
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As noted previously and discussed in detail in the following tables the City of Orillia is a net importer of
employment demonstrating the ability to draw from a highly skilled resident workforce as well as a
regional workforce, a point that should be highlighted when developing tactics for the marketing and
attraction of target sectors of investment.
Using information provided by the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)
REDDI database, we are able to combine the results of a detailed location quotient analysis with a labour
flow analysis (the exporting and importing of labour) in order to determine which sectors represent the
greatest potential for economic growth in the community. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing;
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services;
Construction;
Health Care and Social Services
Arts Entertainment and Recreation

The following discussion looks more closely at the performance and nature of employment in each of
these sectors.
3.3.1.1 Manufacturing Industry
The following figure demonstrates the concentration of manufacturing activity across a broad range of
sub-sectors. Despite the low LQ performance (LQ .60) the sector still employs in excess of 1,500
employees making it a prime retention target. The sector is also able to draw a regional workforce which
is an important consideration for businesses looking for a stable workforce. It should be noted however,
that there has been a 17.4% decrease in the local labour force between 2001 and 2006.
Given the general decline of the manufacturing sector in Ontario, any significant expansion of this sector
is unlikely in the short term. However, there is evidence of limited expansion of this sector in Orillia as
noted in figure 23. Currently the most significant concentration of manufacturing jobs in the primary metal
(i.e. foundries), transportation equipment (i.e. aerospace) and plastics and rubber products (i.e.
consumer/households plastics) subsectors. These subsectors represent key targets for the City.
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Figure 23
Subsector Review: Manufacturing Industry

Jobs in Orillia CY

Employed Resident
Labour Force 2006

Net Import/Export

Percentage
Change (%)
Labour Force
2001-2006

1,545
50

1,210
40

335
10

-17.4%
-33.3%

Manufacturing
311 Food manufacturing
312 Beverage and tobacco
product manufacturing
314 Textile product mills
315 Clothing manufacturing
321 Wood product manufacturing
323 Printing and related support
activities
326 Plastics and rubber products
manufacturing
327 Non-metallic mineral product
manufacturing
331 Primary metal manufacturing
332 Fabricated metal product
manufacturing
333 Machinery manufacturing
335 Electrical equipment,
appliance and component
manufacturing
336 Transportation equipment
manufacturing
337 Furniture and related product
manufacturing
339 Miscellaneous manufacturing

L.Q Employed
L.Q Employed
Resident Labour Resident Labour
Force- Level
Force
0.60
0.21

Low
Low

15

10

5

0.0%

0.34

Low

15
10

10
10

5
0

100.0%
100.0%

0.61
0.23

Low
Low

90

35

55

-30.0%

0.51

Low

75

65

10

44.4%

0.73

Low

175

130

45

-10.3%

0.86

Med.

70

70

0

133.3%

1.30

High

275

135

140

-32.5%

1.42

High

105

130

-25

-21.2%

0.63

Low

160

130

30

-21.2%

0.86

Med.

95

70

25

-22.2%

1.25

High

225

195

30

-30.4%

0.49

Low

50

45

5

-35.7%

0.47

Low

120

95

25

-5.0%

1.35

High

Source: Statistics Canada: REDDI, 2001 and 2006

3.3.2 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
The professional services sector in Orillia has increased by 52.1% between 2001 and 2006 and currently
provides for 740 jobs in Orillia. While the overall performance produces a low LQ performance (LQ .50),
many of the subsectors represent significant opportunities for growth.
The professional and business services sector in Ontario and the Greater Toronto Area continues to grow
at a rapid rate. Employment associated with professional, scientific and technical services operations in
the GTA increased by 8.5% from 2001 to 2006 representing 9.7% of the total labour force.
Given the rapid growth of the service sector in the province and the evolution generally towards a high
value service economy, targeting the expansion of this sector is an important consideration for the City of
Orillia, particularly those business operations whose growth is not dependent upon population growth or
location, e.g. architectural and engineering services, legal services, or specialized design services. While
the concentration of professional and business services employment is located in the larger urban
centres, many business owners have migrated to towards smaller cities. In addition, there has been a
marked increase in the number of small and mid-sized entrepreneurial consulting firms in smaller
markets, which provide niche business and financial services at a local, regional and international level.
Currently the most significant concentration of professional, scientific and technical service jobs are
concentrated in legal services, accounting and architectural, engineering and related services. These
subsectors represent key targets for the City.
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Figure 24
Subsector Review: Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

Jobs in Orillia CY

Employed Resident
Labour Force 2006

Net Import/Export

Percentage
Change (%)
Labour Force
2001-2006

740

540

200

52.1%

0.50

Low

740

540

200

52.1%

0.50

Low

205

120

85

50.0%

0.85

Med.

175

100

75

233.3%

0.81

Med.

125

115

10

53.3%

0.73

Low

20

25

-5

66.7%

0.46

Low

65

50

15

-9.1%

0.20

Low

65

55

10

-26.7%

0.41

Low

0

10

-10

100.0%

0.18

Low

20

15

5

100.0%

0.20

Low

60

50

10

233.3%

0.61

Low

54 Professional, scientific and
technical services
541 Professional, scientific and
technical services
5411 Legal services
5412 Accounting, tax preparation,
bookkeeping and payroll services
5413 Architectural, engineering
and related services
5414 Specialized design services
5415 Computer systems design
and related services
5416 Management, scientific and
technical consulting services
5417 Scientific research and
development services
5418 Advertising and related
services
5419 Other professional, scientific
and technical services

L.Q Employed
L.Q Employed
Resident Labour Resident Labour
Force
Force- Level

Source: Statistics Canada: REDDI, 2001 and 2006

3.3.3 Construction Services
The construction sector in Orillia has increased by 20.5% between 2001 and 2006 and currently provides
for 400 jobs in Orillia. A further 540 local workers are employed in the sector but do not work in Orillia
suggesting an opportunity to attract additional business operations to the community. The construction
sector has an LQ performance of 1.09 which also suggests that the City has developed a competitive
advantage in this regard.
The construction industry represents a significant portion of the Canadian economy contributing 12% to
Canada’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The sectors are comprised of firms involved in new home
building and renovation, heavy industrial construction, institutional and commercial construction and civil
engineering.
Orillia’s location in relation to the GTA coupled with the growth and development that is occurring in the
Simcoe region represents a significant opportunity in the attraction of new business investment in the
construction sector as well as aspects of the professional services sector. As part of this effort
consideration should be given to those companies that are complimentary to the existing base of
industries e.g. surveyors, planning firms or other speciality trades.
A key consideration in the development of this sector in the region is the attraction of firms and
businesses that are involved in the deployment or production of green building products. Given the
growing trend towards LEED buildings and green construction this may represent a unique opportunity for
the community.
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Figure 25
Subsector Review: Construction Services

Net Import/Export

Percentage
Change (%)
Labour Force
2001-2006

-540
-240

20.5%
34.0%

1.09
1.16

L.Q Employed
L.Q Employed
Resident Labour Resident Labour
Force- Level
Force

Jobs in Orillia CY

Employed Resident
Labour Force 2006

23 Construction
236 Construction of buildings

400
115

940
355

237 Heavy and civil engineering
construction
238 Specialty trade contractors

30

50

-20

-16.7%

0.71

Low

250

540

-290

20.0%

1.12

High

High
High

Source: Statistics Canada: REDDI, 2001 and 2006

3.3.4 Health Care and Social Assistance
The health care sector in Orillia currently provides 2,785 jobs in Orillia. Only 1,760 workers are residents
in Orillia with 1,025 workers attracted from outside the community. The scale of workers from outside the
community coupled with an LQ of 1.25 suggests a significant competitive advantage. While much of the
growth associated with the City’s health care services may be attributed to its historical population growth,
this is only one factor. The City’s role as a regional service centre means it has also attracted a higher
proportion of health care professionals, who choose to work in the community, but may or may not live in
City.
The growth of the regional health care facility and its highly regarded reputation is also an asset for the
community, particularly as it relates to attracting specialists, nurses etc. However, as the local and
medical community grows there may be other opportunities to attract or grow additional small scale
medical and diagnostic laboratories as well as a broader range of health and wellness professionals e.g.
acupuncture, massage therapy, chiropractors, home health care.
The health and wellness industry touches on various aspects of everyday life, such as: Fitness, Exercise
& Sport, Nutrition & Food Services, Behavioural & Spiritual Health, Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
and Alternative & Complementary Health, 1 This lifestyle enhancement is a direct compliment to the
promotion of the overall lifestyle aspects of the City of Orillia.

1

Canadian Wellness: http://www.canadianwellness.com/Default.asp
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Figure 26
Subsector Review: Health Care & Social Assistance Services

Jobs in Orillia CY

Employed Resident
Labour Force 2006

Net Import/Export

Percentage
Change (%)
Labour Force
2001-2006

2,785

1,760

1,025

-3.3%

1.25

High

220
155

105
110

115
45

-50.0%
15.8%

1.04
1.24

Med.
Med.

62 Health care and social
assistance
6211 Offices of physicians
6212 Offices of dentists
6213 Offices of other health
practitioners
6214 Out-patient care centres
6215 Medical and diagnostic
laboratories
6216 Home health care services
6219 Other ambulatory health
care services
6220 Hospitals
6230 Nursing and residential care
facilities
6241 Individual and family
services
6242 Community food and
housing, and emergency and
other relief services
6243 Vocational rehabilitation
services
6244 Child day-care services

L.Q Employed
L.Q Employed
Resident Labour Resident Labour
Force- Level
Force

65

20

45

-63.6%

0.25

Low

105

75

30

15.4%

1.40

High

55

10

45

-71.4%

0.36

Low

10

55

-45

0.0%

1.07

Med.

20

25

-5

100.0%

1.15

Med.

930

475

455

20.3%

1.09

Med.

765

515

250

-5.5%

1.96

High

250

205

45

-14.6%

1.84

High

0

0

0

100.0%

0.00

-

25

0

25

100.0%

0.00

-

175

155

20

29.2%

1.09

Med.

Source: Statistics Canada: REDDI, 2001 and 2006

3.3.5 Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
The arts, entertainment and recreation sector currently provides for 225 jobs in Orillia with much of this
dominated by amusement, gambling and recreation industries. Of greater significance however, is the
number of Orillia workers that are employed in this sector but leave the community for employment (i.e.
Casino Rama).
Another key component of this sector is the number of individuals employed in performing arts companies
or as independent artists, writers and performers. This is further supported by more than 300 cultural
resources that include public facilities, non-profit organizations, cultural businesses, heritage sites,
festivals and events and related tourism and hospitality organizations.
In a Cultural Plan completed in 2005, it was suggested that culture was a major employer in the City and
that the combined labour force in information/culture/arts/entertainment/recreation/accommodation and
food represented 20% of Orillia’s workforce – nearly double the provincial average. This suggests that the
arts, entertainment and recreation industry represents a significant opportunity for the community to
attract visitors and investors to the community.
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Figure 27
Subsector Review: Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

Jobs in Orillia CY

Employed Resident
Labour Force 2006

Net Import/Export

Percentage
Change (%)
Labour Force
2001-2006

225

1,515

-1,290

7.4%

4.90

High

25

25

0

150.0%

1.39

High

40

40

0

14.3%

0.87

Med.

160

1,435

-1,275

6.3%

7.33

Very High

71 Arts, entertainment and
recreation
7111 Performing arts companies
7115 Independent artists, writers
and performers
713 Amusement, gambling and
recreation industries
7131 Amusement parks and
arcades
7132 Gambling industries
7139 Other amusement and
recreation industries

L.Q Employed
L.Q Employed
Resident Labour Resident Labour
Force- Level
Force

10

25

-15

100.0%

2.75

High

10

1,275

-1,265

11.4%

23.19

Very High

145

135

10

-35.4%

1.02

Med.

Source: Statistics Canada: REDDI, 2001 and 2006
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4 Orillia Competitive Analysis
In order to assess the competitive position of the City of Orillia to support business growth and
investment, data was collected for a range of demographic and operating cost elements that are typically
considered as part of a site selection exercise. These comparative elements summarized in Figure 22 are
characterized as either “General” comparators or “Business Case” comparators.
A further consideration is the performance of the City of Orillia against a select number of Ontario
jurisdictions. With input from the City of Orillia Economic Development Office, the communities of Barrie,
Belleville, Brantford and Peterborough were selected for comparison. This selection was based on a
number of factors including:
•
•
•

Proximity, access and position relative to the Greater Toronto Area;
Similarities in local economy and local labour force; and
Access to major transportation routes and markets.

Figure 28

General Comparators

Business Comparators

Population growth

Municipal Tax Rates

Labour Force Growth

Development Charges

Average Economic Family and Personal Income

Electricity Costs

Housing Prices

Water Rates
Price per Acre of serviced Employment Land

4.1

General Comparators

4.1.1 Population
Population growth implies labour force availability and a healthy local economy. Figure 29 reveals the
population change between 1996, 2001 and 2006 for Orillia and the other selected municipalities. The
City of Barrie has seen the most significant growth in population over the past 10 years, followed by
Orillia.
Figure 29

Population Change
Municipality
City of Orillia
City of Barrie
City of Belleville
City of Brantford
City of Peterborough

1996
27,846
79,191
46,195
84,764
69,742

2001

2006

29,121
103,710
45,986
86,417
71,446

30,259
128,430
48,821
90,192
74,898

% Change (1996 - 2006)
8.7%
62.2%
5.7%
6.4%
7.4%

Source: Statistics Canada Community Profiles, 1996, 2001, 2006
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The age of the local population is also an important indicator of labour force capacity and labour force
productivity, with the 25-44 age group considered high productivity years. Of the communities considered,
the population in the City of Barrie has the youngest median age at 35.4 years, followed by the City of
Brantford at 39.1, while Orillia has the oldest at 42.7. Further consideration was given to the percentage
of the population that was 45 years and older. Based on this assessment the City of Orillia has the
highest percentage of its population over 45 years followed closely by Peterborough. Barrie by far has the
youngest population of the comparator communities.
Figure 30

Age Characteristics of Population, 2006
% of the population over 45
Municipality
Median Age
years of age
Orillia
42.7
46.1
35.4
33.3
Barrie
39.1
40.9
Brantford
41.8
44.9
Belleville
41.7
45.3
Peterborough
Source: Statistics Canada, Community Profiles, 2006

4.1.2 Labour Force
Figure 31 shows the percentage change in labour force (15 years and older in the labour force) for each
of the select communities over the period from 1996 to 2006. The City of Orillia experienced a 21.9%
growth in its labour force over this period, ranking it 3rd of the selected communities. However, this
ranking drops to 4th based on the performance of the City between 2001 and 2006. The rapid rate of
growth being experienced by the City of Barrie, suggests an opportunity to drive new investment in Orillia,
thereby boosting its employment growth. The City should pursue opportunities to market Orillia as an
alternative location to Barrie emphasizing the lower cost operating environment.
Figure 31

Labour Force Growth
Municipality
City of Orillia
City of Barrie
City of Belleville
City of Brantford
City of Peterborough

1996

2001

% Change from
1996-2001

2006

% Change from 2001-2006

12,710
41,925
17,660
41,580
32,795

14,235
56,610
23,115
44,540
34,600

12.0%
35.0%
30.9%
7.1%
5.5%

15,495
72,030
25,340
47,825
38,350

8.9%
27.2%
9.6%
7.4%
10.8%

Source: Statistics Canada: 1996 & 2001
Source: Statistics Canada, 2006

4.1.3 Average Income (Economic Family and Personal)
A comparison of average personal and household income in a community is important for two reasons.
Firstly, the average income level can provide insight into local labour force costs and by extension the
quality or skill levels in a community. Secondly, income levels are an important indicator of local
purchasing power. When compared to the select communities, the City of Orillia is seen as having the
lowest average household and personal income levels of the 5 communities.
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Figure 32

Average Economic Family and Employment Income, 2006
Average Employment
Average
Municipality
Income (Full Time)
Income of
Male
Female
Economic
$68,598
$47,499
$35,797
City of Orillia
City of Barrie
$81,878
$57,424
$40,292
City of Belleville
$70,518
$48,993
$36,232
City of Brantford
$74,679
$52,858
$37,839
City of Peterborough
$73,085
$53,270
$37,858
Source: Statistics Canada, 2006

4.1.4 Average Housing Price
Based on available information the City of Orillia has the lowest average price for housing of the five
communities at $240,695. Given the level of population growth in the townships surrounding Orillia and
the appeal of the larger house and lot, this figure is seen being very conservative and may be much
higher. While the average cost of housing is an important factor to those that may live or relocate to the
community, having a range of housing types from entry level to executive housing is also important.
Figure 33

Average New Home Price*
Municipality
City of Orillia
City of Barrie
City of Belleville
City of Brantford
City of Peterborough

Average Price
$240,695**
$365,243
$266,629
$250,232
$341,135

Source: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, October 2008
* Single/Semi Only
**Source: Statistics Canada Census 2006 number applied to the Bank of Canada's inflation numbers
for 2007 and 2008.

4.2

Business Case Comparators

In addition to the general comparators discussed above, the costs of operating a business in the City of
Orillia are compared to the costs of operating a business in the comparative communities of Barrie,
Belleville, Brantford, and Peterborough. These factors include:
•
•
•
•

Municipal Tax Rates
Development Charges
Electricity Costs
Price per Acre of Services Employment Land
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4.2.1 Municipal Tax Rates
Based on a broad range of property tax categories, Figure 34 provides an understanding of Orillia’s
performance relative to the other communities. Based on these categories Orillia is ranked second only to
Barrie and has lower rates in all categories when compared to Belleville, Brantford and Peterborough.
Belleville, Brantford and Peterborough have similar and competitive rates against each other, but Barrie
and Orillia have rates well below the other comparator communities. The following figure provides
property tax rates (municipal and education) for the selected communities, inclusive of residential,
commercial and industrial properties. It should be noted that this analysis does not reflect assessed
property values given the range and quality of properties in each community. However in communities
where there are lower assessed values combined with lower property tax rates, the overall tax implication
becomes even more dramatic.
Figure 34
Total Property Tax Rates (Municipal and Education)
Municipality

Residential

MultiResidential

Commercial
Office
Building

Commercial
Residual

Commercial
Park/Vac

Commercial
Shopping

Induatrial
Residual

Industrial
Large

Orillia

1.45%

2.10%

3.68%

3.68%

3.68%

3.68%

4.09%

4.09%

Barrie

1.41%

1.50%

3.19%

3.19%

3.19%

3.19%

3.37%

3.37%

Belleville**

1.66%

3.77%

4.80%

4.80%

4.80%

4.80%

6.25%

6.25%

Brantford

1.62%

3.16%

4.64%

4.64%

4.63%

4.64%

6.77%

6.77%

Peterborough

1.51%

2.78%

4.24%

4.24%

4.24%

4.24%

6.09%

6.09%

*Source: Various Municipal Websites, December 2008
** An average was taken for the rates of the four neighbourhoods within the City of Belleville

4.2.2 Development Charges
Development charges add to the cost of development making them an important consideration in site
location involving new development. The following chart illustrates the development charges of the City of
Orillia and the select communities. Barrie has the highest development charge rate across the five
communities followed by Orillia. Peterborough and Belleville have both waived development charges for
industrial development.
Figure 35

Development Charges

Municipality

Single SemiDetached
Dwellings per
unit

Apartment
units < 2 per
unit

Multiples
Dwellings

Apartment
units >=2 per
unit

Non
Residential
Commercial
per sq. ft.

Non
Residential
Industrial per
sq. ft.
$3.41**

Orillia**

$13,331

$11,032

$8,274

$9,654

$8.99**

Barrie*

$26,060

$15,236

$12,831

$22,614

$18.78

$14.19

Belleville*

$6,067

$4,239

$2,935

$3,712

$2.54

fees waved

Brantford *

$8,913

$6,231

$3,750

$6,346

$6.06

5.32***

Peterborough*

$11,998

$10,343

$7,035

$7,035

$4.08

fees waved

*Source: Various Municipal Websites, December 2008
2

2

** Subsidized by the City of Orillia. These numbers have been converted from $37.95/m for industrial charges and $99.87/m for commercial charges
*** On all new industrial development, the charge will be based on 20% lot coverage
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4.2.3 Electricity Rates
Although not as important for site selection as land costs, utility costs can be used to further eliminate
some communities and highlight others. For the purposes of this assessment we have focused on
electricity charges. Figure 36 illustrates Orillia’s electricity rates in comparison to the communities.
Service charges are the highest in Barrie followed by Orillia, and Brantford. Peterborough and Belleville
have substantially lower service charges. For instance, Barrie’s service charge for electricity is $387.83
and Belleville’s is $135.00. Although Belleville has the lowest service/customer charge, they have the
highest distribution volumetric rate at 5.4412/kW. Peterborough follows with the second highest at
3.915/kW, then Orillia with 3.3955/kW. Brantford has the second lowest rate (2.6861/kW), and Barrie has
the lowest with 2.1602/kW. Although Barrie and Orillia have higher service charges, the distribution
volumetric rate is much lower than Belleville and Peterborough.
Figure 36
Electricity Charges (Operating 50 kW to 4,999 kW)

Municipality

Orillia
Barrie
Belleville
Brantford
Peterborough

Service
Charge

$337.64
$387.83
$135.00*
$303.21
$136.27

Distribution
Volumetric Rate
$/kW

3.3955
2.1602
5.4412
2.6861
3.915

Retail
Transmission
Rate- Network
Service Rate
$/kW
1.2825
1.724
1.7399
1.7828
1.6779

Retail Transmission
Rate- Line and
Transformation
Connection Service
Rate $/kW
1.2338
1.6931
1.6988
1.5443
1.3586

Wholesale
Market
Service Rate
$/kW

Debt
Rural Rate
Retirement
Protection
Charge
Charge $/kW
$/kW

0.0052
0.0062
0.0062
0.0052
0.0052

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

n/a
0.007
0.007
n/a
n/a

Administrative
Charge

$0.25
$0.25
$0.25
$0.25
$0.25

*Veridian Connections in Belleville does not include a service charge. This number is a customer charge of $11.25 per month
Source: Information provided by municipal governments and local utility providers, December 2008

4.2.4 Price per Acre of Serviced Employment Land
Serviced/shovel ready employment land is essential for communities undertaking investment attraction.
Figure 37 demonstrates the range in cost of employment land by jurisdiction. Belleville has the cheapest
industrial land at $25,000 per acre, while Barrie has the highest costs. Orillia ranks third at a cost of
$85,000 per acre for serviced industrial land.
Figure 37

Price of Serviced Employment Land per Acre
Municipality
Orillia
Barrie
Belleville
Brantford
Peterborough

Price per Acre of Serviced Employment/
Industrial Land
$85,000
$230,000 to $280,000
$25,000
$95,000 for General Industrial
$145,000 for Business Park
$40,000

Source: Conversation with the select municipalities' Economic Development
Departments, December 2008
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4.2.5 Summary of Cost Comparators
The following figure ranks the selected communities based on the previous analysis. Based on the range
of selected variables presented in the report, Orillia ranks first overall against the other selected
jurisdictions followed by Peterborough and Brantford. This suggests that the City is competitive relative to
these other communities and well positioned to attract business investment based on these factors.
It should be noted however, that no weight has been given to any of the variables and some of the
chosen factors may be more or less important to some companies over others. Other factors may also
decide whether a community is considered an appropriate location – proximity to market, access to 400
series highways, transportation infrastructure or quality of a local labour force may also factor in a
decision.
Figure 38

Community Ranking

Orillia

Barrie

Rank
Rank

1
1

5
5

2
3

4
2

3
4

Rank
Rank

2
2

1
1

4
4

5
5

3
3

Rank
Rank

3
4

5
5

1
3

4
1

1
2

Rank

3

1

5

2

4

Rank
Rank

3
3

2
5

5
1

4
4

1
2

Sum of Scores

22

30

28

31

23

Overall Ranking

1

4

3

5

2

Lowest Average Income (Economic Family)
Lowest Average Housing Prices
Lowest Municipal Tax Rate:
Industrial
Commercial
Lowest Development Charges:
Industrial Charge
Commercial Charge
Lowest Electricity Charges:
operating at 50kW to 4,999 kW
Lowest Water/Wastewater Charges:
3
Using a volume of 125m /month
Lowest Cost per Acre of Serviced Industrial Land

Brantford Belleville Peterborough
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5 SWOT Assessment
An important component in the advancement of an economic development strategy for the City of Orillia
is the opinions and thoughts of those business and industry leaders that already operate within a select
jurisdiction. Area businesses and community leaders can provide an excellent source of up-to-date
information or perceptions, as it relates to an area’s strengths and weaknesses as well as the
opportunities and threats that may be confronting industry groups or a region as a whole in its efforts to
attract and retain business investment.
In this context a SWOT Assessment (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) was
undertaken to examine the City of Orillia’s ability to support the attraction, retention and expansion of
business and industrial investment, the City’s capacity to deliver on economic development activities and
programming and the overall direction of the strategy and the sustainability of the community over the
longer term.
This effort was accomplished through a background and literature review and discussions with business
and community leaders. In September 2008, more than 40 individuals participated in the strategy’s
consultation process which included a focus group session, as well as telephone and face to face
interviews. The intent was to elicit more detailed input on the issues and challenges facing the
municipality as it advances its economic development interests and discerns the range of opportunities
and strategies that would advance local economic growth. And finally, 176 individuals participated in an
on-line survey that was hosted by the City that gathered additional information from the business
community and public at-large.
The analysis provides insight into the perceived gaps and opportunities for the City of Orillia in its efforts
to advance economic growth and serves to further inform the discussion as to the City’s competitive
position and the direction of the Economic Development Strategy.
The key findings of the SWOT Assessment are summarized below.

5.1

Strengths

It is essential that an economic development strategy builds off and capitalize on the unique elements
and strengths of a local community in a way that will lead to economic growth and critical mass of
business and investment activity in the future.
The following identifies some of the key elements on which Orillia may build a strong economic future.
Quality of Life – Surrounded by two lakes, with outdoor pursuits available in all seasons and strong
cultural and heritage opportunities, Orillia offers an excellent lifestyle to its residents. Access to an
excellent hospital as well as a range of other public services including a new library and historic
downtown, further ensures that residents enjoy a high quality of life. This high quality of life is an attribute
sought after by the creative sectors and knowledge driven business which are not constrained to
proximity to markets or suppliers, as it allows them to attract their most important resource, highly skilled
people.
Proximity to Highway 400 and Greater Toronto Area - Orillia’s proximity to Highway 400 and as a
result the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is a significant asset to the community and its future economic
development. The GTA is Canada’s largest urban market and provides major transportation links (air,
rail, port) to U.S. and international locations, a key consideration for business. In addition, Highway 12
and 48, offers access to the eastern part of the GTA. Proximity to the GTA also means the City is able to
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draw visitors and new residents to the area. These facts must feature prominently in the promotion of the
City to outside interests and investment.
Growing Importance of the Education Sector – With the development of Lakehead University’s
campus in Orillia; combined with Georgian College’s campus and the OPP’s training centre, the City is
beginning to develop a concentration of post secondary education and training. These institutions bring
with them stable, higher skilled jobs, a consumer (student) population and may be used to attract or
stimulate growth in industries not currently present in the community.
Expansion of Soldiers' Memorial Hospital – The expanded and redeveloped hospital is recognised as
being one of the best hospitals for a community the size of Orillia, particularly its paediatric unit. The
hospital also runs a number of specialized regional programmes and a variety of diagnostic and clinical
services that are unique in the region. Strong medical services are an important consideration for any
community and will be important to attracting the young families and providing care to an older resident
population.
Emerging Creative Economy – The economic base
analysis illustrates the growing importance of the
creative class within the Orillia economy. This sector
offers significant opportunities for future growth and
development of the community in the form of
professional service firms, service providers, health
care professionals and practitioners as well as the
arts and culture.
Increasing Household Income Levels – The
economic base analysis confirms that the proportion
of households earning over $100,000 is increasing
and becoming a larger proportion of the population.
This may demonstrate a strengthening of the local
economy and a capacity to support a greater range of
business opportunities (e.g. retailing, amenities etc.)
as well as investment (e.g. second career
opportunities, entrepreneurial growth, higher end
housing etc.)
Competitive Hydro Rates – Electricity costs are a
key consideration for many businesses. With Orillia
Power Generating Corporation owned by the City this
represents an opportunity for the City to maintain a
competitive cost environment for its citizens and
business community.
Telecommunications Infrastructure – The Simcoe County Broadband Network has ensured that Orillia
has a state of the art fibre optic data communications infrastructure. This infrastructure is of critical
importance to attracting knowledge or technology based industries and increasingly the creative class.
Community Spirit/Volunteering – Orillia benefits from a strong volunteer community as demonstrated
by the support for Your Community in Motion, Building our MURF campaign which raised over $1.8
million, from individuals, community organizations and businesses. The community was also successful
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in raising over $12 million for the Soldiers Memorial Hospital. This high level of community involvement is
particularly important when considering how to market or promote the community as it demonstrates that
residents are willing to get behind projects which will improve their community and demonstrates a long
term commitment to the success and health of the community.
Surplus Budget – The City is operating with a surplus budget and has the funds available to invest in
projects that can move the community forward. This is further supported by a Council that is prepared to
look at innovative ways of utilising this surplus if the project will benefit the community. The attraction of
TeleTech and Lakehead University are examples of the City being proactive in utilising its surplus to
promote longer term economic development objectives. The completion of the MURP is a major
consideration in this regard.

5.2

Weaknesses

While the previous section outlined the strengths on which to base economic growth, this does not
necessarily ensure that a community is ready or able to capitalise on these opportunities. The following
sets out some of the weaknesses or competitive disadvantages that may be constraining Orillia.
A Perceived Lack of Leadership – A theme that emerged throughout the consultation process with the
business community was the perceived lack of leadership or vision from the City Council in tackling the
issues and problems constraining growth. This combined with what businesses view as “flip flopping” on
decisions made and has resulted in low confidence levels in some businesses in the City. A
communications plan to inform business and the general public of local decisions and initiatives was seen
as an essential tool for Council to keep its stakeholders informed.
Lack of Regional Focus – Across North America, thinking and acting regionally has become the mantra
for many economic development organizations, having realised that competing successfully in requires a
critical mass that towns can no longer muster on their own. While the City of Orillia has collaborated
regionally on tourism initiatives and is an active participant in the Central Ontario Economic Development
Association, there appears to be little support for co-operating with other partners within the region,
particularly Barrie. In addition, there are ongoing difficulties in securing any financial support for economic
development initiatives from the surrounding townships. Notwithstanding, Orillia will achieve more by
working co-operatively with partners within the region, or by promoting itself within a greater regional
context and will arguably receive greater economic benefits from this effort.
Lack of Progress on Significant Local Community and Development Projects – One of the most
common raised issues during the community consultation was the number of significant local
development projects which, for various reasons, have stalled. While the most obvious example is the
MURF, the Huronia Regional Centre and downtown waterfront were also seen as important. The lack of
progress on these initiatives is shaking the confidence of the local businesses and resident population
and may slow other economic development. These projects, particularly the MURF, are also seen as
necessary to the attraction and retention of residents, particularly families.
Lack of Available Land and Suitable Premises – Orillia is fast running out of development lands. The
City has approximately 134 acres of greenfield development land, but with 85 acres going to Lakehead
there is a lack of land for future development. In addition, the lack of suitable premises and/or an aging
stock of premises particularly retail space is resulting in areas of the City with poor quality and
deteriorating premises.
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Lack of an Economic Development Marketing Strategy – There is a growing trend towards branding of
a community’s economic development department to more effectively market the City to business,
industry or future residents/employees. The City needs to devise a marketing strategy that more
effectively engages and informs business and industry on local economic development activities and
programming while at the same time profiles the current range of business activity in the City. Orillia has
some excellent stories to tell about its successes in attracting investment, such as Lakehead, and it is not
promoted enough provincially or nationally. If Orillia is to attract new residents it needs to embrace more
complex and complicated communication techniques and technologies, which will demonstrate that it is a
community of tomorrow.
Inadequate Support for Business – There is little economic development support for businesses, either
those setting up or existing businesses looking to grow within Orillia. Many communities of Orillia’s size
have a small business enterprise centre or other programming to support start-up and existing small
business enterprises during their development. For instance, business retention and attraction
programming is a common economic development function that provides support to existing businesses
to ensure that they remain in and continue to grow in their communities. The lack of these types of
support operations has probably resulted in lost opportunities for new growth within the City.
Decline in Families and Children – The economic base analysis has highlighted a decline in the number
and proportion of young families in Orillia. This is a critical segment of the population to ensure future
growth of the community. With the development of Lakehead, Orillia runs the risk of becoming a polarised
community, with a young university population and an older retired population. A balanced population
profile is needed for the future development of Orillia and more needs to be done to ensure that young
families have the housing, amenities, employment and social infrastructure they demand.

5.3

Opportunities

External factors can also play a significant role in determining the possibilities for an economic
development strategy. This can include structural changes in the broader economy, shifts in
demographics and technological changes, etc. The following summarises some of the major factors that
were identified as influencing the outcome of the economic development strategy.
Enhance Orillia’s Quality of Place - Orillia has an opportunity to focus on quality of place, by ensuring
that the City continues to offer and promote high quality cultural, heritage, recreational, and leisure
facilities, supported by a range of events festivals and outdoor pursuits. This focus on quality of place
and experience will ensure that the community retains a high quality of life and is able to attract the young
families and professionals that will be needed in the knowledge based sectors and creative classes.
Growth of Entrepreneurs – In the 1970’s, ground breaking research from the Massachusetts Institute of
technology demonstrated that more and more job creation was coming from small and medium sized
entrepreneurial companies. Today it is estimated that 55% of all job creation comes from the growth of
existing businesses while 45% comes from new business start-ups. Currently, only 1% of job creation
comes from business relocation. While the City of Orillia has seen a significant increase in the number of
small businesses and self employed, the performance stills lags behind the Province. With the
programming planned for Lakehead University coupled with the presence of Georgian College, the City
has a unique opportunity to develop a more entrepreneurial culture in the City and provide heightened
levels of support for its business and entrepreneurial community.
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Working Regionally – Working regionally has become a critical part of many economic development
strategies in North America with the realization that the benefits of a larger and wider market is of greater
importance to national and international companies. Orillia has opportunities to collaborate more with
partners outside of the City to attract and grow the local economy. For example, the growth of Barrie
should be seen as an opportunity for Orillia to attract and draw new business investment, as well as
residents looking for an alternative to the pace of development in Barrie.
Creative and Cultural Assets – Orillia has a history of creativity and has an equally strong artistic and
creative community today, centered on Peter Street. These assets need to be utilized and promoted more
effectively, to ensure they are generators of tourism and as an economic development asset in and of
themselves. The creative class is one of the fastest and most important communities and Orillia’s artistic
and creative community should be better promoted to attract and draw other artisans to the City. With the
completion of a Cultural Plan, the City is well positioned to develop its cultural tourism market.

The Hospital and Medical Services – The medical and healthcare industry in Ontario is significant both
in its financial contribution to the economy and in its growth potential. Provincial investment in this sector
has increased from $29.4 billion in 2003-04 to a planned $40.4 billion in 2008-09, rising to $44.7 billion in
2010-11. The Soldier’s Memorial Hospital is a community asset which is being under-utilised from an
economic development perspective. The hospital is undergoing an $82 million expansion and
redevelopment which will see it grow by over 50% in size. The Hospital, if combined with health
studies/sciences courses at Lakehead’s Orillia campus, could form the focus of a medical services
industry in Orillia. This could be specifically focused on Aboriginal care a specialisation for both
organisations.
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Education Led Development – There are a number of communities that have utilized educational
institutions as a means of delivering economic development, as well as wider community change. The
development of a campus for Lakehead University, combined with the existing Georgian College and
O.P.P. facilities, provides Orillia with an excellent opportunity to utilize educational opportunities to
transform the community. These institutions offer not just the additional employment in Orillia but can be
utilised to change educational aspirations and attainment for the existing population.

Regional Airport – Airports have been proven to be a critical locational factor for companies that rely on
human capital and operate in global markets and even small regional airports can prove a substantial
benefit to a community. The Simcoe Regional Airport appears to be an underutilized asset for Orillia.
Currently it is used substantially by the O.P.P. and Rama and should be promoted by Orillia to
demonstrate its proximity and access to Toronto. The airport is also a perfect collaborative opportunity for
Orillia, Oro-Medonte and Barrie.
Downtown and Waterfront Revitalisation – With the advent of large out of town retailers many
downtowns have suffered and gone into decline. Orillia has an opportunity to revitalise its downtown by
understanding the gaps that exist in the current retail environment and making greater use of the
waterfront and the cultural and heritage resources in the town centre. Orillia’s waterfront is critical to the
economic growth of the community and developments that are compatible with the revitalisation of the
City’s downtown are necessary. The City should consider a merchandising strategy to help support the
attraction and retention of retailers to the City.
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5.4

Threats

The obvious measure of success for any economic development strategy will be how well a jurisdiction
capitalises on its opportunities in order to drive economic prosperity. Equally important however, is how
they address or manage the internal and external threats that may keep it from achieving their vision of a
vibrant and healthy community. The following discussion lays out the key threats facing the City of Orillia
in implementing an effective economic development strategy.
Growth without Vision – Growth without vision is like driving in unfamiliar territory without a map – you
may get there in the end but it is not likely to be the quickest route. There are a significant number of
positive economic drivers coming together in Orillia, but there is no overall vision for the type of
community that Orillia wants to be in the future. Without this vision these different economic drivers may
pull the City in too many different directions, resulting in an uncoordinated approach; the wrong projects
happening; or worse yet nothing happening at all.
Demographic and Income Polarisation – The changes in the population and income structure of Orillia
could lead to polarise/separate segments of the community, which could be exacerbated by the
development of the University and other educational institutions. Orillia needs to have a balanced
community and must provide opportunity for all segments of the community to participate in the City’s
success.
Reliance on Quality of Life – Quality of life is highly subjective, and competitor communities across
Ontario can equally claim to offer it. For that reason it cannot be argued to be a competitive advantage for
Orillia. The City should rely more on demonstrating how Orillia can provide a unique quality of place and
experience that resonates with a broader audience including visitors, would-be residents and
entrepreneurs.
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Slowing Global, US and Canadian economy – The current global financial crisis and economic
downturn will have a significant impact on Ontario’s and Canada’s economy. The OEDC (Nov 2008)
predicts that many of the OEDC economies are on the verge of protracted recession of a magnitude not
experienced since the early 1980s. The US economy is expected to grow by only 1.4% in 2008 and to
shrink by 0.9% in 2009, with a recovery in 2010. Similarly, the Canadian economy will only grow
marginally in 2008 (0.5%) and will contract by 0.5% in 2009, recovering to grow by 2.1% in 2010.

Investment Attraction Requires a More Balanced Approach – Orillia has a fairly diverse economy,
with a strong existing business and industrial base, which must not be ignored in the desire to drive new
investment. The opportunities presented by knowledge driven industries, while appealing will not suit the
skills and capabilities of all residents. For this reason the City needs to balance its investment attraction
with efforts to retain and expand the existing manufacturing base. This will ensure that there are
opportunities for all residents of the City as it continues to develop new economic sectors.
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6 Delivering Economic Development
A primary consideration for the City of Orillia in the implementation of this Economic Development
Strategy will be the manner in which economic development can best be delivered in the future – i.e.
structure, staffing and resources. While an evaluation of the current delivery model is outside the scope of
this report, it is worthwhile to consider the range of performance management tools that can assist in
determining whether the strategy recommendations are delivering the required inputs and outputs to the
local economy to affect economic growth and a heightened level of prosperity.
Finding actionable and meaningful measures for assessing economic development performance has long
been a particularly challenging puzzle. Much of what happens in our local and regional economies is a
result of complex interactions among numerous players that are not understood comprehensively enough
to inform strategic planning on a local level. This inability to measure the success or failure of our
economic development strategies however, further denies a community the possibility to fine-tune, adapt
and learn from them.

6.1

Performance Measurement

Performance measurement is a tool to determine how well a job has been done using both qualitative and
quantitative information and activities. The lack of clear measurements (or the communication of them) is
seen as one of the key reasons why economic development practices fail. The following reasons make it
important to track activity and performance.
• Providing public accountability
• Assisting with human resources management
• Using results to improve performance
• Identifying the return on investment
An effective Economic Development Department must perform, measure and communicate these results.
Performance measures then should be aimed at achieving clearly defined outcomes, where outcomes are
defined as not what the program itself did, but the consequences of what that program did – the results.
This can represent changes in knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, behaviour or an underlying condition.
The following figure shows how the elements - inputs, activities, outputs and outcomes are put together to
demonstrate the desired result a program is trying to achieve. The diagram has been adapted to reflect a
range of performance measures for economic development, but this is the same type of model used to
develop just about any type of performance measurement. 2

2

www.angeloueconomics.com, The Role of Performance Measurement in Economic Development, May 2005
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Figure 39

Source: Angelou Economics, May 2005

As is often the case, economic development is measured against a series of outputs rather than the
outcomes that result from the outputs. In developing performance measures for an economic
development strategy it is essential that agreement be reached on the direction for the strategy, that
stakeholders be consulted to determine commitment and roles on the various actions and that
agreements be reached as to the primary outcome that is being sought.
In an effort to provide the City of Orillia with further understanding in this regard, the following discussion
provides specific details for measuring customer service and return on investment as it pertains to the
business of business recruitment.
6.1.1 Providing Top-Notch Service
Economic development is a service business and investment prospects require a high-degree of
attention. To effectively determine the client’s needs and identify possible solutions takes strong selling
skills and a broad knowledge of the local and regional economy, various industrial sectors, building/land
development and the local business community.
Interaction with a client may begin with a single staff person, but as the project develops it is normal for
many different municipal departments and outside organizations to be involved. There needs to be a
standard operating procedure and single point of contact, but this person must have the ability and
capability of accessing information from many sources. To be successful in attracting new investment,
the City and other organizations in the community must be recognized as one team who are working
towards the common goal of doing what it can to attract desirable investment.
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As the key point of contact, the City’s Economic Development Office should aim to consistently meet the
“Gold Standard” of acceptable service. The following figure shows how technology has accelerated the
Gold Standard over the last decade.
Figure 40:
Evolution of Economic Development Services

Year

1998

2001

2008

The Gold
Standard
Response Time

The Gold Standard of Economic Development Service

48 hours

At the end of the call with the investment prospect the EDO says: “To help you
better understand our community and the opportunities we have for you, I will
put together a package that contains our Community Profile, Available
Properties Guide and Lure Brochure. I will use Post-It Notes to highlight the
pages that will be of most interest so you can quickly find the relevant
information. I will courier that out to you tomorrow and you should have it in 48
hours.”

Same day

At the end of the call with the investment prospect the EDO says “To help you
better understand our community and the opportunities we have for you, I will
send you an email before the end of the day that has several attachments
including key excerpts from our Community Profile as well as hyperlinks to
online listings of available property that closely meets your criteria.”

While on the phone

During the call with the investment prospect, the EDO says “Do you have
access to the Internet right now?” [YES] “Great, why don’t we go online and I’ll
take you through our website so that you can download the relevant files. We’ll
also go through our available properties directory and look at maps, photos and
details of available properties which meet the criteria you’ve described to me.”

Source: Millier Dickinson Blais (2008)

The advancement of technology and the internet means that overnight responses are seldom good
enough. Communities must become more sophisticated in gathering/organizing community data and
responding immediately to specific questions.
This is easy to measure, but it takes an honest self-assessment. Simply, how did we do? Did we meet
the Gold Standard of Service for that client? Tracking this will provide, at the end of each quarter, the
number of time the gold standard was met. Over the course of several quarters, one will see a trend and
be able to proactively identify ways to improve.
There are other techniques that can also be incorporated, including getting feedback from
customers/clients. While Customer Feedback Surveys are used in the private sector, they are rarely used
by the public sector.
In 2007, the Economic Developers Council of Ontario (EDCO) held investment readiness seminars
across the province. Hosted by a US-based firm that selects sites for international companies, the
seminars were an effort to help communities identify what they need to do to be better prepared for
investment inquiries. The following findings are relevant to this discussion:
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•

In the last 10 years decision cycles have been compressed. Operations run 365/7/24 and an
economic development office that does not keep up is likely to miss opportunities.

•

Having an inventory of “Certified” available properties speeds up the process and heightens an
investors’ interest. These certified properties have been independently verified to be ‘shovelready’. In other words, zoning is in place, there are no environmental/archaeological/geological
problems, and utilities are at the site.

•

Competitive communities have an immediately available inventory of available buildings and land,
appropriate utility infrastructure, a labour force that is ready to work, shows widespread support
for industry, and can give a professional presentation to decision makers.

While the City of Orillia may not be as competitively positioned to attract new business investment as
other cities in southern Ontario, the level of preparedness to respond to investment enquiries is a key
consideration. In this respect, the City must consider the opportunities for tourism investment as well as
the more traditional forms of industrial and business investment. There is also the opportunity associated
with supporting the growth of local business through expansion. At each stage in the process there are
opportunities for the City to work with the ‘investor’ to ensure that their needs and requirements are being
met.
6.1.2 A Strong Web Presence
With the new gold standard of customer service in economic development including a strong web
presence, business recruitment efforts must now include an effective community website. In a recent
survey of corporate executives with real estate responsibilities conducted by Developers Counsellors
International, respondents suggested that a strong internet presence has become the most important
communication tool for economic development. In the report, Winning Strategies in Economic
Development Marketing, it was reported that Internet/website has soared in recent years to capture the
highest rating among all economic development marketing tools ahead of advertising, planned visits and
publicity. While this survey was geared to the opinion of business executives, the importance of an
effective and comprehensive website is just as important to small business entrepreneurs, visitors and
would be residents of the community.
Figure 41 shows the 2008 ranking of all the marketing techniques.
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Figure 41

Source: Development Counsellors International, Survey of Corporate Executives, 2008

A cursory review of the City of Orillia’s website was undertaken and compared against the comparative
communities discussed earlier. This review suggests there are some significant gaps in the availability of
information and functionality of that portion of the site that is dedicated to economic development. As a
result the City’s site does not provide an adequate understanding of the uniqueness and appeal of the
community. In particular the site lacks:
•
•
•
•

a comprehensive community profile that provides the reader with an understanding of the
community that goes beyond the statistics;
relevant statistics and resources that could a assist an investor or business;
information pertaining to business and community news, events, programs and initiatives
associated with economic development;
information
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•
•
•

a searchable business directory by major sector
detailed information pertaining to the City’s major sectors – manufacturing, professional services
sector, construction, cultural tourism sector
business profiles pertaining to the City’s major sectors

This situation should be addressed as part of the outcome of the economic development strategy and the
discussion of appropriate performance measures in order to ensure that the City is capitalizing on its
competitive position and informing investors, visitors and future residents as to the opportunities, business
environment and quality of place the City is able to offer.
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Website Comparison of Economic Development Practices
Industrial/Commercial Land and Properties

Orillia

Barrie

Presence of a Community Profile

Yes. There is a municipal website that has
links for the history of Orillia, its location,
A table of industrial and commercial land is provided
and detailed as to whether it is privately or municipally and the population. Through the link for
Economic Development there is a pdf file
owned, the available acreage, and indicates whether
the land is serviced or not. The prices however, are not outlining basic information and services in
Orillia, demographics, wage rates and
indicated.
quality of life information.

Website has a search engine to identify any land in
Barrie.

Availability of Resources and Statistics

News Centre and Publications

Statistics specific to the City of Orillia are limited
in availability on the website. There is a link
however to Statistics Canada data through the
planning and development section, but it is not
There is a small section for local
appropriately placed on the website. The
news, but no major link to
planning and development section also has
population and employment forecasts. It is also publications.
noted that the available housing data is only in
regards to permits. The website does provide a
large amount of information on property taxes
and utility costs.

Yes. The website has a brief description There is quite a bit of information on transit,
of the community as well as an extensive recreation, planning, building, culture, and
list of demographic and community data. location.

Current and Past Project Initiatives

There is some news about facade
programs, fibre optic network, and the
corporate plan, but there is not a specific
section that would make it easy to view all of
Orillia's previous and current initiatives.

There is a "what's new" section
providing links to news reports, as
well as a section for public notices.
The Reports and Studies Section
There is not a specific section identifying
provides publications of various
current and past project initiatives.
community plans such as
development charges, accessibility
plans, performance reports, downtown
commercial, and corporate business
plans for example.

The website provides reports and statistics for
Links are provided for annual reports
business and on the community. There is a large
and accessibility plans. There is also
number of reports and sources of information on
a news/press release section.
the website.

There is a report section with pdfs on all
development initiatives such as waterfront
redevelopment, skate park development,
fire department, sports centre, and a leisure
centre. The economic development section
also lists objectives for the economic and
strategic initiatives.

Belleville

Yes. Belleville's website has a very
Belleville's website provides a very detailed list of
extensive community profile that is easy
available industrial land as well as profiles on the sites
to navigate and very detailed with up to
available.
date information.

Brantford

Website provides a link detailing all available land,
whether industrial buildings, land, commercial or
residential. The list includes details on the size, price,
site address and lease or sale information

Yes. The website provides a moderate
amount of demographic data, however
only some of it has been updated to 2006,
while other factors are explained using
2001 data.

The Website provides a large number of current
demographic statistics, as well as information on
competitive advantage factors such as tax rates,
available land, and various business resources.

In the Economic Development section
there is a specific link for publications
and news. There is also another link
to news for the community, which
includes press releases, public
notices, meeting information, etc.

Peterborough

Detailed information on available land is not provided.

Yes. The GPAEDC provides a current
(September 2008) community profile that
is quite extensive.

Most of the available statistics and reports are
available through the economic development
webpage, but a link is provided through the City
of Peterborough's own web site.

Media releases and news updates are
There is not a specific section identifying
provided on both the City's webpage,
current and past project initiatives.
as well as the EDC's.

Owen Sound

Yes. The website provides a detailed
A tab labled properties provides information on various
community profile, providing a range of
types of lands: industrial, residential, commercial and
employment, lifestyle and business
rental properties
statistics.

Vital statistics are provided through a link

A tab indicating business news is
present, but the link is currently
unavailable.

There is not a specific section identifying
current and past project initiatives.

The business section has a specific
area for a large number of
publications that are available in pdf
form.

Projects such as twinning, business
outreach, and retention and expansion are
outlined in the business section.

Guelph

Woodstock

Caledon

Detailed information on available land and property is
found in the business section of the website.

Yes. The business section provides a
community profile and statistics and facts The business section has a number of links for
on demographics, labour, quality of life,
facts, statistics, and resources.
and real estate and development.

Detailed information regarding available real estate
Yes. Woodstock Now provides a very
and land in Woodstock is available via the Woodstock
detailed community profile.
Now web page.

Woodstock Now has a section for
Woodstock Now provides a statistics in
demographics, location, infrastructure, quality of media releases, publications, and
video clips
life, as well as business information

Through the community and investment profile, a
Yes. Caledon's webpage provides s a
Under 'site selection' information is provided for
There are links for both news as well
very extensive community and investment vast number of statistics and facts are provided.
available properties and buildings. This section also
as publications.
The profile is very thorough.
gives detailed information of the development process. profile.

Information on some projects such as
downtown revitalization, site developments,
and business improvement plans are
detailed, but there is not a specific section
outlining past and current initiatives.

A business news section provides details
and media releases regarding business and
economic development initiatives.
Projects such as a corporate visit program,
a business alliance program, business
ambassador program, and physician
recruitment are listed in detail.
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Website Comparison of Economic Development Practices Continued

Orillia

Main Industry Sectors
Business Directory
The main industry sectors supporting Orillia`s economy
are identified through a list of business links which
The Economic Development section
highlight: Casino Rama, Manufacturing and
provides a 10 page pdf listing all of the
Construction Associations, the Regional Airport, and
major employers in Orillia.
the University/College.

Tourism Presence

Nothing specific to tourism.

Economic Development Website

No website separate from the City's.

The main industry sectors supporting Barrie`s
economy are identified in a list which includes
profiles on advanced manufacturing, aerospace,
automotive, environment and energy, finance,
insurance and real estate, food and beverage,
information and communications technologies, life
sciences, and plastics.

A business directory is provided. Website
has a search engine to identify
N/A
businesses on the directory.

Belleville

The main industry sectors supporting Belleville`s
economy are identified. Included are: Food
Processing, Automotive Parts, Paper & Plastics, Biotech, Aerospace, Packaging, Transportation,
Warehousing, Pharmaceuticals, Metals.

A business directory is provided through
Business Information On-Line Search
Engine.

Brantford

The main industry sectors supporting Brantford`s
economy are identified in the Brantford-Brant website.
A business directory is provided through a
Brantford`s economic development department
The list identifies: food manufacturing, plastics and
link to the Brantford Brant Chamber of
is combined with tourism.
rubber products, primary and fabricated metals,
Commerce website.
chemical manufacturing, machinery manufacturing,
and warehouse distribution.

separate website for Economic
Development Brantford-Brant "Your
Advantage Point"
http://www.brantfordbrant.com

Peterborough

The main industry sectors supporting Peterborough`s
economy are identified by the GPAEDC website. The
GPAEDC identifies industry clusters in Peterborough:
the biotech industry, food processing, the automotive
industry, electronics and aerospace, as well as
tourism.

The business directory is provided on the Peterborough`s economic development
City's web site in the business section.
department is combined with tourism.

Separate website for Greater
Peterborough Area economic
Development Corporation:
http://www.gpaedc.on.ca/

Owen Sound

The main industry sectors supporting Owen Sound`s
economy are identified as manufacturing &
commercial/retail sectors.

A business directory is provided and can
be reviewed either through a search
button or through a list of categories

Owen Sound's economic development
department is combined with tourism

No website separate from the City's.

Guelph's economic development department is
combined with tourism

No website separate from the City's.

Barrie

Guelph

Woodstock

Caledon

The main industry sectors supporting Guelph`s
economy are identified through the statistics and facts
links which provides information on NAICS sectors. By
A business directory is provided in the
labour, manufacturing, professional, scientific and
business section as well as a "popular
technical businesses are the largest. The business
pages" link on the home page.
section also lists sector focuses, which includes
advanced manufacturing, agri-food and innovation,
and environmental technologies.

No website separate from the City's.

Belleville`s economic development office works
in partnership with the Chamber of Commerce to No website separate from the City's.
promote tourism initiatives.

Not obviously stated.

Woodstock Now as well as Woodstock's
home page has an Industrial Directory

Woodstock`s economic development department separate website for Woodstock's
works with the County of Oxford on tourism
economic development information
initiatives.
www.woodstocknow.com

The main industry sectors supporting Caledon`s
economy are identified as manufacturing, and
professional, scientific, and technical services.

A business directory is provided with
advanced searches and by industry
sector.

Caledon`s economic development department
works in partnership with Orangeville and
Dufferin County, part of Wellington, and a
tourism association on tourism initiatives.

No website separate from the City's.

Source: City Websites, 2008
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8.7.3 Performance Measures to Consider
A further consideration in developing performance measures for the City of Orillia Economic Development
Office will be the degree to which they are able to successfully implement the actions recommended in
the Economic Development Strategy. Articulating the City’s plans in this regard, its ability to drive
involvement and consensus around key activities will be essential to the effectiveness of the Strategy and
the Economic development Office over the long term.
What’s most important in the preparation of qualitative and quantitative measures is to identify at the
beginning of the period what the expectations are and to get agreement from the stakeholders, which in
the proposed model should be the Advisory Committee and, ultimately, City Council.
The following figure provides the City with examples of the types of measures that could be considered.
Figure 42

Economic Development Measures to Consider for Core Responsibilities
Service

Examples of Measures
• Marketing Plan with a prioritized list of achievable projects for each service
and measurable targets completed each fiscal year, including objective
review of the previous year’s activities
• A vibrant Advisory Committee with representation from across the
community
• Successful leveraging of $x through senior levels of government
• x% customer satisfaction based on feedback forms

Overall

• x% of business people understanding the role of the Economic
Development and how it can help them and their peers
• x% of people with post secondary education
• x% of new business start ups
• Number of hits to the City’s Economic Development web page
• Customer satisfaction levels with website
• Number of employed people in target sectors
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Service

Examples of Measures
• Number of investment inquiries and closed deals
• Satisfaction of service as determined by prospects

Industrial
Readiness &
Investment
Attraction

• Progressiveness of lead protocol agreement with lower tier municipalities
• Speed of development approvals process
• Number of jobs retained or attracted to the community
• Change in industrial class property tax assessment
• Percentage of times the “Gold Standard” of service delivery is met
• Revenue vs. expenditures in completing visitor’s guide
• Level of private sector interest in City programs
• Identification of feasible new business opportunities and number of
interested investors (existing or external business interest)

Tourism

• Number of visitors to local attractions
• Vacancy rates at local accommodations
• Progressiveness of partnership with surrounding townships and Lake
Country Tourism
• Visitor satisfaction surveys
• x number of Community Improvement Plans completed

Infrastructure &
Planning

• % of population and businesses having access to wireless or land-based
high-speed Internet
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Service

Examples of Measures
• New programs established for façade and building improvements and other
needs
• A decrease in the vacancy rate
• Number of new businesses attracted

Downtown
Revitalization

• Net jobs and taxes created
• Expansion of trade market area
• Expanded retail shopping opportunities
• Increase in the number of people living in the downtown
• Improved perception of downtown as a gathering place
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7 City of Orillia’s Economic Development Strategy
Time spent in developing an economic development strategy will pay significant dividends to a community
because it will:
1. Outline the steps to follow. Economic development does not just happen. It requires the community to
identify a number of intermediate steps to reach its final goals.
2. Promote efficient use of scarce resources. A significant amount of money, time, and people will be
required for economic development efforts and these limited resources must not be wasted. The plan
will provide rationale for resource allocation.
3. Improve coordination. Many programs, activities, groups, and individuals will be involved in the
development effort and it is important that they not overlap or conflict. The plan will serve as a vehicle
for communicating development activities.
4. Build consensus. The public and the private sector must agree on the major issues involved. This will
lead to support in implementing the plan.
5. Increase public awareness. Without public support, economic development cannot happen. It is
important that the public know how development occurs and how it affects the community.
6. Strengthen the community’s competitive position. A community with a strategy will not only be
inherently more likely to succeed, it will appear more attractive to potential business or industry than a
community without a plan.
7. Encourage forward-thinking. The strategy will encourage community leaders to think about the future
and to not overlook opportunities for development as they arise.

●

The Vision:
“A prosperous community
where economic growth fully
capitalizes on the City’s natural
beauty and spirit of
entrepreneurism and embraces
global and social change.”

●

●

“A vision is not just a wistful ‘dream’ of
‘better times’...it must be grounded in
the realities of what is possible and
what can be achieved credibly. A
vision is an image of what can be,
given the right amount of energy and
commitment. It is about possibilities,
not probabilities. Probabilities tell us
what is likely to happen if we keep
moving in the same direction;
possibilities are about what we can
change and make happen if we work
hard enough.”

Economic Development Review,
Vol. 16, No. 2 (2000)

●

●

●
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7.1

Five Key Goals for the City of Orillia

The City of Orillia’s Economic Development Strategy is underpinned by 5 high level goals, intended to
anchor and qualify all strategic initiatives or ensuing actions on the part of the City. These goals also
support the overall vision and desired outcomes of the economic development planning process and
encourage prosperity and opportunity for the City and its residents.
While these goals are both aspirational and foundational, it should be noted that the corresponding list of
actions is a starting point based on community input and research at a point in time. It is by no means an
exhaustive or comprehensive list of all the potential actions for the City of Orillia or its economic
development office. New actions will emerge throughout the 5 year lifespan of the Strategy and
partnerships will change. It will be critical for effective implementation to continually assess how these
new actions contribute to the overall success of the strategy.
To achieve the vision set out by this plan requires that the community see the strategy as a series of interconnected steps, each with a key role to play in shaping the future of the City of Orillia. It is also
important to recognize that the implementation of this strategy does not happen in isolation of other
strategic initiatives undertaken by the City or its community stakeholders.
Figure 43 illustrates the approach taken in developing the five goals and strategy recommendations.
Figure 43

2. Place an
Emphasis on
Lifestyle

1. Capitalize
on
Educational
Assets

3. Target
Strategic
Growth

Sustained
Economic
Growth

4.
Strengthen
our Business
Community

5. Effective
Marketing
and
Promotion
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The Goals
1. Capitalize on our Educational Assets
The economic impact of higher education institutions is well documented, with numerous examples from
across North America and even globally. They attract a highly skilled workforce and create a significant
number of employment opportunities. They also attract new businesses and investment to a community,
help grow and spin out new companies, drive innovation and technology transfer, and create a ready
source of highly skilled talent.
All of these direct and indirect impacts are becoming increasingly important in the knowledge driven
economy as innovation and human capital become key to future economic growth. The benefit of higher
education, however, extends beyond the straight economic impact of the institution; it can also deliver
other important changes to the community. In particular, it can be instrumental in improving educational
standards and expand higher education attainment enabling more local residents to participate in the
opportunities associated with a changing global economy.
2. Place an Emphasis on Lifestyle
The City of Orillia has a remarkable range of natural and cultural assets for a community of its size. But
with many communities across the province advocating a high quality of life, the City cannot afford to be
complacent or content with its current quality of place attributes – continued investment and upgrading of
all facets to a high standard is required.
Urban quality has become increasingly important in attracting both the educated worker as well as
business investment regardless of the size of the community. The quality of the built environment and
public spaces, recreational amenities, the vibrancy of its commercial districts, the condition of the road
network and transportation system, telecommunications infrastructure – all of these are essential and
fundamental to attracting and retaining a talented workforce and creating a desirable place to live.
As a result, sustainability planning has become a touch stone for many communities across the country
as they come to grips with the impact of a shifting global economy, consider ways to use fewer resources,
produce less waste and realize the impacts of inefficient development, while at the same time ensuring a high
quality of life for its residents, businesses and visitors. By assuming a more active role in the planning of a
sustainable community the City and its stakeholders are able to respond to the needs, concerns and
preference of its citizenry and ensure a quality of lifestyle experience.

3. Target Strategic Growth
Historically, the comparative economic advantage for many communities across the province has been
ready access to natural resources, an ample supply of well skilled and semi-skilled labour at reasonable
costs, relatively cheap supplies of energy and proximity to the United States market. These advantages
have favoured, and for a long period of time sustained a resource and manufacturing based economy in
many communities across Ontario. But these advantages are diminishing in many centres, as evidenced
by the rate at which labour intensive industrial activity has moved off-shore to lower cost locations or the
degree to which manufacturing functions have been automated in order to reduce cost and increase
production. What is replacing this activity in the Ontario and Canadian economies is the higher-order and
value added producer services and activities that revolve around knowledge, creativity and innovation and
skills, as well as the service industries that support them.
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In targeting economic growth for the City of Orillia, consideration must be given to the prevailing trends in
both the local economy and the broader economic region and how best to capitalize on this opportunity.
The shift towards a more serviced based economy that is both skilled and unskilled - is transforming
communities across North America. So too, is the societal and economic impact that the emerging
‘creative class’ of worker is having.
4. Strengthen our Business Community
Entrepreneurs drive economic development. The risks for these owners of new and growing businesses
are high, but helping these risk-takers to create and better develop new enterprises can lead to significant
growth. Many entrepreneurs fail to realize their full potential, because they do not understand how to
integrate the many business skills they already have into a managerial worldview that will lead to more
globally competitive enterprises.
The growth of small and medium sized enterprises should be a major consideration for communities like
Orillia. Micro-enterprises in particular (those with less than 5 employees) now accounts for 54.3% of all
businesses within the province and 50.7% of all business operations in Orillia.
Given the level of entrepreneurism in the community, the City needs to work with its business community
and its educational institutions to foster an entrepreneurial culture that ensures that existing and start up
businesses are being adequately supported on an ongoing basis and positioned as a key input to the
City’s economic growth in the future.
5. Effective Marketing and Promotion
As well as the continuing development on the ‘product’ side, marketing and promotion must become a
more important component of any economic development effort; one that must aim to ensure that a City is
positioned effectively and creates the right reputation and profile to attract the greatest interest and
investment from those that may be considering the City as a location to do business, invest, live or visit.
A clear and distinctive identity is essential in the attraction of both people and investment to a city. The
impact of global markets and regional competition means that cities must be proactive in responding to
the growing trend of international migration, rising levels of education worldwide, the growth of information
and technology and the heightened flow of financial investment into foreign markets by investing in
sophisticated product development and promotion to gain and maintain their market share.
For an emerging generation of entrepreneurs and investors, websites are no longer static brochures of
pre-prepared information, but an interactive medium in which data, opinion and information are
exchanged on a real-time basis. The economic development efforts of the future will see a decreased
reliance on traditional web and database tools, and an increased emphasis on the use of social networks
to achieve their goals.
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The Strategy
1. Capitalize on our Educational Assets
Recommendations
i.

The City should continue to engage its post-secondary and training institutions
(Lakehead, Georgian, and O.P.P. General Headquarters) on an ongoing and regular basis,
in order to better maximize their positive economic impacts on the community. Orillia
must actively work to ensure that is they are the first choice for new facilities and
programs and not simply a default location because of past decisions.
Closer
coordination with these institutions will also allow the economic development office to
play a more supportive role and gain a more informed understanding of the needs of these
institutions including the need to:
a. Advance the development of student residences for both Georgian College and
Lakehead University
b. Improve training facilities for OPP
c. Ensure a range of effective transportation connections between the campuses and the
downtown (e.g. expanded bus routes, bicycle paths)

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, OPP, OPPA
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative

ii.

One of the indirect impacts of having post secondary institutions in a community is the
opportunity it creates for the spinoff of new business opportunities, as well as enabling a
closer connection between the City and its local business community. Given increased
competition for talent and the creative class worker, the City should not take this
relationship for granted. The City must develop programs and projects to effectively
engage its student entrepreneurs with local business in a way that enables innovation and
technology transfer and to convince them that Orillia is the logical base of operations for
their ventures. This could include:
a. A business challenge program for high school youth
b. An annual Entrepreneurial Conference targeted to students (university, college and
high school) entrepreneurs and other regional and post secondary leaders
c. An adult certificate program in entrepreneurship offered through either Lakehead or
Georgian College
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Timing: 2010/2011
Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, civic entrepreneurs, CDC
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Collaborative

iii.

While the City has enjoyed a longstanding relationship with Georgian College, it must
place greater emphasis on collaborating with the college. A particular focus of this
relationship should be joint explorations of future human resources needs in the local
business community, so as to better position career-focused education and training
initiatives to support future economic growth and development.
a. Undertake discussions with Georgian College on the opportunities to expand their
program delivery including a greater focus on the health industries. Work with the
hospital and the College to develop these opportunities.
b. Continue to pursue the creation of a Centre of Excellence in justice and public safety
in conjunction with both Georgian College and Lakehead University.
c. Give consideration to the range of programming associated with the emergence of
environmental and green industries that would enable the City to capitalize on this
growing demand for new technologies, processes and services (e.g. the construction
industry, agricultural/rural economy).
d. Identify ways for the City to support Georgian College’s expansion plans in Orillia as a
way to attract more Orillia residents to post secondary education. This should address
the growing synergies between Georgian College and the OPP.

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: Georgian College, business community, Soldiers Memorial Hospital, business community
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Collaborative

iv.

The City should work with its educational institutions, school boards and select social
service and government agencies to promote the range of educational opportunities and
careers available to students and adults in the community as a way to raise the profile and
promise of its educational institutions and the education attainment levels in the
community. This should take into consideration of education and training opportunities
that support elements of the local economy – e.g. skilled trades, tourism and hospitality.
As part of its marketing and promotion efforts, the City needs to place a greater emphasis
on the post secondary educational opportunities available in the community in
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conjunction with the quality of place offered by the community.
Timing: 2010 and ongoing
Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, School Boards, Business Community, Chamber of
Commerce, CDC
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Collaborative

v.

In conjunction with the development of the Lakehead University Campus and adjacent
Industrial Park, the City should ensure that its official plan and zoning by-law includes
provisions and policies that accommodate business park uses, in particular professional
office and other service-based uses. This would encourage knowledge-based firms to
locate in Orillia and develop further linkages with businesses looking to take advantage of
the University.
a. Give consideration to developing design guidelines for the industrial park to ensure a
higher standard of development more in keeping to the quality of design of the
University.
b. Maintain an adequate supply of employment land in conjunction with the development
of the university to enable the attraction of business and industries with linkages or
synergies with the university.

Timing: 2009/2010
Partners: Planning Department, business community
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative

vi.

Work with Lakehead University to create an Entrepreneurship Centre that is focused on
researching the role and potential of entrepreneurship in a rural economy. Facilitate
discussions with the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor team in Canada to improve
understanding of the initiatives undertaken to advance rural entrepreneurship and the
opportunities to drive sustained growth and investment in the Orillia area.
a. Identify special communities of entrepreneurs (women, youth, and ethnic
communities) or a particular sector (creative, professional services, etc) that may need
particular attention.

Timing: 2010/2012
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Partners: Lakehead University, CDC
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Collaborative

vii.

Work with the City’s educational institutions to promote technology transfer opportunities
and business success to a local and external audience. Sponsor media events to help
create a strong entrepreneurial atmosphere in the community.
a. Promote the need for a progressive technology transfer or commercialization
policy in conjunction with Lakehead University.

Timing: 2010 and ongoing
Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, CDC
Cost: none at this time
Role of the Economic Development: Facilitative

2. Target Strategic Growth
Recommendations
i.

Seek input from Lakehead and Georgian in the development of targeted industry
strategies that include a defined role for the City’s educational institutions, as well as an
opportunity to increase local employment. For example, Orillia may want to expand its
health care profile by promoting a focus on Aboriginal health, utilising Lakehead’s
dedication to working with Aboriginal people; Soldiers Memorial Hospital’s desire to
become a Centre of Excellence in Aboriginal Care; and Georgian’s courses related to
health and social care.

Timing: 2010 and ongoing
Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, CDC, Chamber of Commerce, Rama First Nations
Cost: $30,000
Role of the City: Facilitative

ii.

Develop stronger linkages with the City of Orillia Soldiers Memorial Hospital in an effort to
drive growth and investment in the City’s Health Care sector:
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a. Identify opportunities to expand the range of services offered at the hospital
b. Support the hospitals effort to expand the operation of the hospital as a way to
enhance professional opportunities for health industry professionals and
practitioners.
c. Support Soldiers Memorial Hospital efforts to advance the introduction of
interdisciplinary health/science studies at Lakehead University as a way to advance
the City’s health care sector. Work with the hospital and Lakehead to promote
available programming and develop placement opportunities in the region.
d. Identify cross promotional/marketing opportunities that would draw more health care
practitioners to the community.
Timing: 2010 and ongoing
Partners: Soldiers Memorial Hospital, Lakehead University, CDC, Doctor Recruitment Committee
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative

iii.

While opportunities for general networking and social interaction are found through a
range of local business organizations, focused opportunities for manufacturers to share
perspectives on technical issues, discuss market challenges and exchange intelligence
about emerging opportunities or potential partnerships are often limited.
Working with the Orillia Manufacturers Association, the City should actively promote and
deliver initiatives designed to enhance overall competitiveness, cost efficiency, as well as
knowledge and access to technology as a way to retain and support the existing base of
manufacturers.

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: OMA, Lakehead University, Georgian College, OMA, Chamber of Commerce, CDC
Cost: 7,500
Role of the City: Facilitate

iv.

Undertake a comprehensive business survey of the City’s manufacturing, professional
service and construction sectors to red flag issues of concern as it relates to their
operations in Orillia and identify short and long term opportunities for growth and
expansion, training requirements, current levels of research and development and export
markets. This will assist in focusing retention and expansion assistance and support for
existing businesses and provide more detailed information to characterize the industry to
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outside investors.
Timing: 2010
Partners: OMA, Chamber of Commerce, CDC
Cost: $20,000
Role of Economic Development: Lead

v.

With the development of the Lakehead University Campus as a platinum LEED building,
the City together with the university should identify the range of services, technologies
and support required to develop the campus. Consideration should be given to targeting
this range of companies directly as a way to encourage a local clustering of ‘green’
businesses and service providers (e.g. construction, architects, professional services etc.)

Timing: 2009/2010
Partners: Lakehead University
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead

vi.

Initiate a meeting with representatives of the Ministry of Small Business and
Entrepreneurship to gain a better understanding of the range of programming and support
available to Orillia’s Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).

Timing: 2009
Partners: Orillia Manufacturers Association, Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Management Board,
CDC
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead

3. An Emphasis on Lifestyle
Recommendations
i.

Encourage the development of a range of residential accommodation in the downtown and
waterfront area that includes higher density condominiums as well as townhomes,
bungalows and rental accommodation. Ensure a competitive business environment for
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development that includes a consistent, timely and transparent development approval
process, competitive taxes rates and development charge rates for higher density
development.
Timing: Immediate and Ongoing
Partners: Planning Department
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Collaborative

ii.

Ensure that the timely construction of the Multi-Use Recreation Facility is a priority for the
City of Orillia, as it represents one of the single most significant assets with which to
attract and retain residents in the community. The construction and operation of the
facility will provide local jobs in a time of economic uncertainty; provide for needed
investment in recreation and leisure pursuits; and serve to reinvigorate an area of the
downtown that has deteriorated. The City should remain aggressive in pursuing and
advancing its discussions with the Province while at the same time planning for an
alternative development scenario.

Timing: Immediate and Ongoing
Partners: Community leaders, social service agencies, business community, MPP
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitate

iii.

Continue to enhance the trailways and pathways in the City especially those in and out of
the downtown and provide linkages between the waterfront, the downtown and the City’s
educational institutions.

Timing: Ongoing
Partners: Planning Department
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Collaborative

iv.

Continue to actively implement the recommendations of the 2005 Cultural Plan
a. Explore the potential of developing a cultural tourism program at Georgian College
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using the community as a “living laboratory”.
Timing: Immediate and Ongoing
Partners: Planning Department, Heritage and Culture Department, Georgian College
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative
iv.

Undertake a Tourism Strategy for the City of Orillia that addresses the both the
governance and delivery of tourism programming as well as the effective positioning of
the City to attract and sustain tourism investment (e.g. cultural tourism, sports tourism,
lake-based tourism). Given the range and diversity of the local tourism product, the
strategy must incorporate recommendations that enable the City to be both reactive to
tourism trends and proactive in the marketing and promotion of the community.

Timing: 2010
Partners: Chamber of Commerce, Lake Country Tourism, Heritage and Culture Department, Tourism
Operators, CDC
Cost: $40,000
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative
v.

Promote the opportunities for continuing education or personal enrichment opportunities
at Lakehead University as part of the City’s overall marketing and promotional efforts and
support opportunities to develop a guest lecture series in conjunction with the University
that would appeal to the local/regional community.

Timing: Immediate and Ongoing
Partners: Lakehead University
Cost: None at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative

vi.

The recently negotiated gas tax agreements, managed and implemented by Infrastructure
Canada, provide significant stable funding for sustainable infrastructure in Canadian
communities. To access this funding, a municipality must develop a Sustainability Plan that

integrates a wide range of policy and strategy considerations (social, economic, cultural
and environmental). The City of Orillia should pursue the completion of a Sustainability
Plan as a way to capitalize on the LEED design of Lakehead University, draw more
attention to the development of green business opportunities and to demonstrate a civic
commitment to developing a long-term vision for the community.
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Timing: 2010 and ongoing
Partners: City Departments, citizens, business community
Cost: $50,000
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative

4. Strengthen our Business Community
Recommendations
i.

Support a coordinated strategy for the development and promotion of cultural tourism in
Orillia that ensures its position as a cultural tourism destination; supports the current
level of investment in the City’s arts and culture industries and promotes a consistent
marketing message across city departments. This should be developed in a way that
complements rather than competes with the efforts of other partners.

Timing; 2010
Partners: Department of Culture and Heritage, arts and cultural community, Chamber of Commerce, Lake
Country Tourism, CDC
Cost: $40,000
Role of Economic Development: Supportive

ii.

Implement a formal Business Retention + Expansion program that addresses the needs of
business and industry on a sector by sector basis with an emphasis on SME’s. Establish
annual measurable expectations on the number of business owners and managers to meet
with in each sector.
This program should include:
a. Continuing efforts to more proactively engage local manufacturers in their investment
and expansion plans in order to ensure their long term viability in the community
b. A more proactive targeting of local and regional professional, scientific and technical
service firms
c. Programming to support SME’s – succession planning, marketing plans, export plans,
expansion efforts etc.
d. The identification of business ambassadors to be included in the BRE effort and
involved in the City’s marketing and promotional efforts
The City should more proactively focus on local business development and expansion and
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less on business attraction. To this end the City should look for ways to provide more
functional support to local businesses and industry (e.g. marketing efforts, program
delivery)
Timing: 2010
Partners: Chamber of Commerce, Senior Administrators, OMA, Business Ambassadors, CDC
Cost: $15,000 (annually)
Role of Economic Development: Lead

iii.

Undertake a Merchandising Strategy for the City of Orillia that addresses the gaps in the
current retail environment and identifies the range of investment opportunities for
Downtown Orillia and Memorial Avenue. The results of the strategy should form the basis
a prospectus that could be proactively marketed to businesses and entrepreneurs in and
outside of Orillia.

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: Downtown Orillia Management Board, business community, CDC, Chamber of Commerce
Cost: $30,000
Role of Economic Development: Lead

iv.

Implement a Historic Conservation District Study for the downtown as a way to ensure that
its small town charm and role as a vibrant social and cultural business centre is
maintained and enhanced. Ensure that the City’s Official Plan reflects the unique character
and role of the downtown in the City’s retail policies

Timing: 2010
Partners: Downtown Orillia Management Board, Department of Culture and Heritage, business
community, Planning Department
Cost: $30,000
Role of Economic Development: Supportive

v.

Create an innovative and outward looking business culture by working with Lakehead
University and Georgian College to facilitate new business networks targeted at
entrepreneurs and small business in the City’s key sectors and running events that serve
to stimulate ideas and give local entrepreneurs the opportunities to meet their peers,
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suppliers, customers, investors and government and support agencies.
Timing: 2010 and ongoing
Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, CDC, Chamber of Commerce
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Facilitative

5. Effective Marketing and Promotion
Recommendations
i.

Initiate the development and implementation of a comprehensive Economic Development
Marketing + Branding Strategy for Orillia that includes:
a. Development of a new corporate logo, slogan-motto
b. Enhanced website content for Economic Development
c. A comprehensive community profile document that captures the ‘authentic’ Orillia that
can also be used as a business and workforce recruitment tool
d. An internet strategy and an audience focus including the use of social networking
tools (Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn) to enhance promotional efforts
e. Recommendations for advertising and collateral materials
f. Identification of tactics for engaging advanced manufacturing operations, business
and professional service firms including health care, 2nd career entrepreneurs and
baby-boomers
g. The development of a portfolio of local entrepreneur stories and testimonials to be
used in the Community Profile and in other marketing and promotional efforts
h. Improved signage at key gateways to the community particularly on Highway 400/11
and 12.

Timing: 2009
Partners: Business community
Cost: $50,000 – 60,000
Role of Economic Development: Lead

ii.

Identify opportunities to undertake joint marketing efforts with key stakeholders and
special events in the community and region (e.g. Lakehead University, Georgian College,
and Chamber of Commerce, Simcoe Regional Airport etc.)

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
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Partners: Lakehead University, Georgian College, Chamber, arts and business community
Cost: $10,000
Role of Economic Development: Lead

iii.

Considering the importance of the Internet in today’s business, give consideration to
developing a comprehensive website link that is dedicated to economic development and
gives greater prominence to Orillia’s community, business and education profile. Ensure
that the site motivates a prospect to register, visit or contact you. Include information on
key industries, programming, business people, real estate listings, as well as a
comprehensive searchable business directory and promote the use of the site by local
businesses, and other economic development type organizations. Regularly increase core
content and functionality. Continually increase the number of links to the web site through
an ongoing linking strategy program.

Timing: 2010
Partners: Business community
Cost: $20,000
Role of Economic Development: Lead

iv.

Identify opportunities for regional collaboration on economic development initiatives,
particularly as it relates to future marketing/promotion activity and entrepreneurial
development and pursue opportunities for regular discussion of economic development
activities with the surrounding jurisdictions, the County of Simcoe and First Nations
communities.

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: Business community
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead

v.

As programming at Lakehead University comes on stream, initiate marketing of the
advantages that businesses and industry can realize from a location like Orillia. Develop a
strategy that will capitalize on the capacity of both the University and the College and the
recruitment opportunities of graduates.

Timing: 2011 and ongoing
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Partners: Business community, Lakehead University, CDC
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead

vi.

Develop an enhanced business ambassador program in which community members draw
from the City’s key business and industry sectors, play a leading role in economic
development marketing initiatives.

Timing: 2010
Partners: Business community, CDC, Chamber of Commerce
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead

vii.

Develop a communications plan for engaging and informing local/regional business and
industry, as well as community leaders as to the economic development activities
priorities of the City. Draw on the results of the Marketing Strategy to identify the
appropriate tools for interacting with the City’s economic development stakeholders.

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: Business community, Economic Development Committee, CDC
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead

viii.

The City should promote its post secondary institutions to a regional business community
as a way to ensure that students are provided with meaningful employment thus enabling
them to remain in the community or region over the longer term.

Timing: 2009 and ongoing
Partners: Business community
Cost: none at this time
Role of Economic Development: Lead
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Executive Summary
Attached are meeting proceedings from the City of Orillia focus group on economic
development held on October 2, 2008. The purpose of the workshop was to gather input from
key stakeholders on the economic development strategy for Orillia. Participants were asked the
following:
1. What opportunities are there to stimulate new economic growth, investment and interest
in the region?
2. Action plans. How do we make this happen? Suggest 1-2 things that could be done for
each opportunity?
3. What are the future threats or key barriers to economic development and growth in
Orillia?
Below is a summary of the findings.
Key Opportunities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Education Engine
Wider promotional voice for region
Sell a healthy lifestyle
Downtown revitalization
Green & High tech
Improve infrastructure
Tourism

Key Actions (by opportunity area)
1. Education: work with Lakehead to determine where gaps are in current univ/research
programs
2. Wider regional voice: Create a Steering Committee of regional Stakeholders and form a
regional economic development authority.
3. Tourism: Create cohesive relationship with regional tourism agencies to develop a
strategy
4. Sell a healthy lifestyle: Identify WHY Orillia is attractive and HOW it can provide a
healthy living. What makes Orillia "Healthier" than any other City?
5. Infrastructure: Use more environmental friendly technology to create synergies with
other opportunities listed here - solar powered lights, organic based snow removal, etc
6. Tourism: Conference centre facility that can hold > 200 people
7. Infrastructure: create a think-tank park not just industrial - high-tech, web, knowledge
networks
8. Tourism: Use synergy of environment and tourism
9. Sell a healthy lifestyle: create industrial park
10. Education: Create and publish comprehensive plan outlining what activities Lakehead
and Georgian will be embarking on that will be beneficial overall to the City of Orillia and
how the City of Orillia can enhance their activities to complement the LU/GC business
plans
11. Wider regional voice: A Marketing Plan is needed - complete with brochures, DVD,
travelling Trade Show booth. A Team of diverse Stakeholders
12. Green & High Tech: Identify/define exactly what green is... Green industry could be
defined as an industry that is creating a product or an idea that helps other industries be
more environmentally friendly - recycling, reusing, etc.
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Barriers and Risks to economic development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Political lack of will to take risks
Communication and cooperation of all parties - let's come to together
Lack of funds
Need more data from current residents/entities and potential
Silo thinking and holding on to power at the expense of productivity
EDC needs to have a larger representation of the community (diversity)
Perception of the city is one of a lack of interest in supporting new and existing
businesses
8. Media is too influenced by outspoken anti-progress minority

Editor’s Notes: a
a. The symbol // indicates that two similar ideas have been merged together.
b. This document contains the meeting proceedings and is not intended as a “Final Report”
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1.0 – Opportunities to stimulate growth, investment and interest
Brainstorm: What opportunities are there to stimulate new economic growth, investment and
interest in the region?
Prioritize: Select the High impact (on future econ growth and investment) and Feasible?

1.1 – Vote
Voting Results
Multiple Selection (maximum choices = 7) (Allow bypass)
Number of ballot items: 28
Total number of voters (N): 15
Total
13 1. Education Engine/Facility - LU and GC synergy -> creates spinoffs
- Develop plan with university for new business "bubbles" (for example, tech companies aligned
with University of Waterloo; medical with University of Western Ontario) //Incorporate
business incubation into Lakehead U
- consider what graduate programs Lakehead will create and market Orillia to companies that
will need employees with these high level skills
10 2. A wider promotional voice for the area throughout the Province //Working with other
municipalities to sell the region! //Sell lifestyle - Desire of commercial industries/and staff
to be out of cities
- Create a REGIONAL Economic Development Authority and access Federal and Provincial
funds to focus on the Economic Development Strengths and Advantages of the Region.
The "Region" would include Orillia, Ramara, Severn, Oro-Medonte, Rama Mnjikaning First
Nations and Severn, Midland and Penetangushene
9
3. Waterfront development. better use of the water access - condos, marinas
8
4. embrace high-tech industries; "green" manufacturing //focus on companies that are
involved in "green" technology or products
8
5. market a healthy lifestyle and target baby boomers who are retiring creating demand for
services //continuation of this area as a lifestyle location e.g. retirement or commute
location //focus on largest demographic sector - 30-50 year olds, not retirees, for economic
growth and leadership
7
6. Revitalize the downtown
- Housing development in the downtown core
- create a pedestrian-friendly town, more walkways etc
- allow for downtown location changes - e.g. luxury condos
- downtown development , condo's & retail if we bring the residents closer to our downtown the
businesses will attract more business.
6
7. Vast improvement of local infrastructure (roads, sewers etc) //recognize the commitment
that federal and provincial governments will be committing big dollars to infrastructure
projects, market to large companies who bid on these jobs to headquarter in Orillia
6
8. Tourism Marketing plan for the City of Orillia - utilize existing attractions and amenities to
create partnerships and packages. e.g.: Visit Orillia - Package could include:
accommodation, cultural activities, dining. marketed on a national scale. // Develop
comprehensive accommodations database with rankings and ability to book online
(including hotels; campgrounds; B&B's)
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9. Development of the Lake Simcoe Regional Airport. The LSRA is a partnership between
Orillia, Barrie and Oro-Medonte and is situated close to Highway 11 in Oro-Medonte,
midway between Orillia and Barrie
10. A conference centre is needed within city limits
11. Focus on value adders, i.e. manufacturers /Consider suggestions from the Orillia
Manufacturers Association, and the results of their brainstorming activities
12. Highway/Transport infrastructure
13. promote existing excellent high speed telecom infrastructure
14. Expand EDC Committee to encompass a broader scope of industry
15. arts and culture - capitalize on what we have -> quality of life
16. understand that our labour pool must start to include newcomers to Canada to help us
meet our need for skilled workers
17. Easier development/planning processes
18. focus on companies that provide "value added" to health care
19. Agriculture - stimulate our agric community... Agri-tourism etc...
20. Affordable housing
21. Investigate high wage level opportunities for the area
22. Shop locally
23. A relatively healthy environment. - clean air, water, etc. //Environment/Lakes/Rural
24. Value industry, offer industrial incentives and/or short term use of buildings //Incubate
new industry from idea to launch, goal of one per year
25. Tap into Wealth of experienced, retired people
26. build upon literary heritage - current and historical successful authors
28. Expand current newly formed business ambassador program

1.2 – Refinement of top opportunities
Note: the group took the top ideas and merged similars further
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Education Engine
Wider promotional voice for region
Sell a healthy lifestyle
Downtown revitalization
Green & High tech
Improve infrastructure
Tourism
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2.0 – Action Plans

2.1 – Vote
Select the three best (impact & feasibility) within each opportunity area
Voting Results
Multiple Selection (maximum choices = 21) (Allow bypass)
Number of ballot items: 100
Total number of voters (N): 16
Total
12 1. EDUC: work with Lakehead to determine where the gaps are in current
university/research programs, support development of programs that will be growth areasexample (blue sky) architecture/LEEDS . Draw architectural firms to Orillia, sponsor and
host awards for excellence in Ontario, become a centre of excellence, support and publish
research activities. It is critical to understand future trends, both economic and
environmental to be ahead of the wave. As these young professional settle and bring their
families to Orillia, they will demand services- organic and fresh food/fish markets, bicycle
paths, recreational activities and community groups- art, theatre, coffee houses etc.
11 2. REG VOICE: Create a Steering Committee of regional Stakeholders (Chambers of
Commerce, Economic Development Officers, Key Business Sectors) and form a
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. Almost all other areas of Ontario
have these // need to centralize this process for all stakeholders // Create a REGIONAL
Economic Development Authority and access Federal and Provincial funds to focus on the
Economic Development Strengths and Advantages of the Region. The "Region" would
include Orillia, Ramara, Severn, ro-Medonte, Rama Mnjikaning First Nations and Severn,
Midland and Penetangushene
9
3. TOUR: Create cohesive relationship with regional tourism agencies to develop a strategy
and implement it: e.g. Chambers of Commerce, Cultural offices and groups, information
Orillia, Ontario's Lake Country, HTA, DOMB, ODAC, CIty of Orillia
9
4. HLS: Identify WHY Orillia is attractive and HOW it can provide a healthy living. What
makes Orillia "Healthier" than any other City? //demonstrate that we are the destination for
this target
7
5. INFRA: Use more environmental friendly technology to create synergies with other
opportunities listed here - solar powered lights, organic based snow removal, etc
7
6. TOUR: Conference centre facility that can hold more than 200 people
7
7. INFRA: create a think-tank park not just industrial - high-tech, web, knowledge networks
6
8. TOUR: Use synergy of environment and tourism
6
9. INFRA: create industrial park
6
10. EDUC: Create and publish comprehensive plan outlining what activities Lakehead and
Georgian will be embarking on that will be beneficial overall to the City of Orillia and how
the City of Orillia can enhance their activities to complement the institutions business plans
6
11. REG VOICE: A Marketing Plan is needed - complete with brochures, DVD, travelling
Trade Show booth. A Team of diverse Stakeholders (Business, Realtors, Educators,
elected municipal personnel, etc. should form this Team. Target = 30-50 year olds
6
12. GREEN: Identify/define exactly what green is... //Green industry could be defined as an
industry that is creating a product or an idea that helps other industries be more
environmentally friendly - recycling, reusing, etc.
6
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13. DTOWN: the city of Orillia need to change their bylaws to allow multi story development
in the downtown core to attract residential & retail, under the current bylaw it is not feasible
for development companies to consider develop
14. EDUC: Ask what they are doing and see what industries need those skills // give
university specific examples of what is needed, provide jobs and plan - work together // It
would be nice if the local educational facilities asked the manufacturers what they need.
Lakehead is offering nothing we would hire...
15. INFRA: develop "priority list" of projects and seek out funding (including private/public
partnerships)
16. GREEN: wind and solar power need to be developed - allow for this to happen through
rezoning and incentives - we have our own power company which is environmentally
responsible - give them more opportunities to grow
17. TOUR: include the whole region in marketing plan
18. HLS: gather data from target group so you know WHO you are marketing to, and
WHAT they are looking for
19. GREEN: offer incentives for green industries
20. GREEN: Define "green" not just by companies definition, but by analyzing future trendswe will need biodegradable garbage bags, for example, that is green, less green is "we use
50% recycled plastic" in our garbage bags. In the future, will the company experience
growing or sustained demand for their product as we move into a different economy, with
less consumables and throw away. A company that manufactures components for
geothermal heating, which has the lowest energy footprint, vs. a company that makes oil
furnaces, a company that makes scooters, vs. trucks and so on.
21. INFRA: determine what businesses would benefit from airport use that could be
attracted into Orillia and region
22. HLS: need more physical fitness facilities //promote physical fitness
23. DTOWN: consider turning Mississauga Street into pedestrian only (like Sparks Street in
Ottawa, but with more trees)
24. HLS: Increase family oriented activities
25. GREEN: Set up an incubator with a mandate of starting one new industrial business a
year. Run by the city.
26. GREEN: lead by example (like Lakehead is doing) - ensure that all publicly funded new
projects meet strict environmental standards
27. REG VOICE: Separate plans should be created for industry vs. tourism vs. lifestyle
28. DTOWN: use European model of how waterfront is developed - e.g. condos. or redevelop existing buildings along the waterfront
29. REG VOICE: Working/partnering with regional EDO's to establish what we are selling
30. GREEN: Offer incentives for industry to either come to Orillia or expand. Currently,
cheaper to move elsewhere
31. DTOWN: pedestrian friendly town with more walkways //More outside cafes and
pedestrian friendly activities
32. EDUC: create an enterprise zone with real facilities for new growth ideas for small to
medium business
33. EDUC: someone needs to collect data from existing industry and find out their
challenges - how can we help them? How can we keep them here and prevent a move to
Mexico? Work side-by-side to help solve problems before decisions made to shut down.
34. EDUC: get post-secondary institutions to develop a "business plan" for attracting new
investment/new business to work cooperatively with institution
35. TOUR: Remove the visual blight first
36. DTOWN: Communicate the advantages to a Heritage to downtown merchants - the
merchants HAVE to be on board - e.g. Niagara on The Lake
37. HLS: Reduce fees on children's recreational activities to enable participation on a
wider level, particularly lower income families
7
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3
38. OPPORTUNITY: Revitalize the downtown
- create a pedestrian-friendly town, more walkways etc
- allow for downtown location changes - e.g. luxury condos
- downtown development , condo's & retail if we bring the residents closer to our downtown the
businesses will attract more business.
3
39. GREEN: gov't funding of conversion of local industry to produce green products for new
green economy
3
40. INFRA: attract high tech industry to industrial airpark on and off airport
3
41. HLS: MURF!!
3
42. GREEN: high tech industries need high speed telecom so promote this
3
43. TOUR: Create an excellent "accessible" community
3
44. EDUC: Establish a "CO-OP" system, with businesses, at Lakehead U
2
45. DTOWN: Clean up the drug scene - downtown is scary after dark
2
46. DTOWN: tax breaks for downtown merchants, incentives to open a business that will
draw people-better transit- once an hour is painfully far apart, the buses are therefore
empty.
2
47. TOUR: Have a single family based destination like a theme park - something can hold
a family's interest for more than a few hours
2
48. DTOWN: Remove the eye sore areas of the older Orillia core and fix up the waterfront.
2
49. INFRA: Better communications and relationships between departments within the City
of Orillia, i.e. Planning, Engineering, etc., etc.,
2
50. TOUR: create an arms-length entity to review and "rank" restaurants, accommodations,
etc.
2
51. TOUR: Tourism only works if the visitor comes and sees for himself a "WOW". Not bad
sidewalks, dilapidated buildings, dirt piles etc.
2
52. DTOWN: Housing development in the downtown core // More housing/condo
developments particularly in vacant buildings and lots currently available.
2
53. DTOWN: Waterfront development. better use of the water access - condos, marinas
2
54. DTOWN: Allow more residential units - high density
2
55. HLS: look at cities like Vancouver and Seattle- for heavens sake, can we support at
least one sushi restaurant?
2
56. DTOWN: develop a downtown directory - tell me what I can do and buy in downtown
2
57. OPPORTUNITY: Education Engine/Facility - LU and GC synergy -> creates spinoffs
- Develop plan with university for new business "bubbles" (for example, tech companies aligned
with University of Waterloo; medical with University of Western Ontario) //Incorporate
business incubation into Lakehead U
- consider what graduate programs Lakehead will create and market Orillia to companies that
will need employees with these high level skills
2
58. HLS: We have skiing/swimming/trails to hike. How is this being promoted
2
59. GREEN: See who is producing product now, solar panels, wind turbines and what
would attract them here
2
60. REG VOICE: Lake Country as a regional promo voice can be used as a starting point
2
61. REG VOICE: I don’t think this should be done until the visually unappealing sections of
town are cleaned up
2
62. REG VOICE: Create a regional government - Huronia Region - merge all townships/city
into this much like City of Kawartha Lakes - will reduce costs, keep singular voice and
larger voice
2
63. DTOWN: Create a cobblestone street with the lower eastern portion of Mississauga
Street, removing all parking, and eliminating parking.
1
64. DTOWN: businesses must remain open longer, on Sundays, etc. no will go downtown if
the stores are closed
1
65. OPPORTUNITY: embrace high-tech industries; "green" manufacturing //focus on
companies that are involved in "green" technology or products
8
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66. INFRA: Currently there is not one building available in Orillia with a back-in dock. We
will go to Barrie.
67. REG VOICE: Utilize the world wide web to its full capacity
68. GREEN: new industry requires new technology skills that can be offered in Orillia
69. GREEN: youth opportunities projects / coops
70. DTOWN: give condo developers the kind of break that Teletech received.
71. REG VOICE: we need to hire a promotional company that can Brand Orillia and area
72. GREEN: Portray industry friendly rather than the local view that industry is a pariah to
be avoided
73. INFRA: Better exploration of funding opportunities for infrastructure improvements
74. INFRA: Identify and publish key areas and time frames for completion
75. GREEN: Work with ALL Government Department (municipal, provincial and federal)
and all of their buildings and facilities, to use "green" industry practices employing local
suppliers
76. DTOWN: change Mississauga St to covered pedestrian mall
77. INFRA: Change sign by-law
78. OPPORTUNITY: A wider promotional voice for the area throughout the Province
//Working with other municipalities to sell the region! //Sell lifestyle - Desire of commercial
industries/and staff to be out of cities
79. INFRA: industrial parks are largely ignored and the last to be maintained. Roads, high
speed etc.
80. DTOWN: City needs to enforces the Heritage designation criteria with local Merchants
81. DTOWN: A large number of additional FREE parking opportunities for the remainder of
Mississauga Street, as well as throughout the Downtown core
82. EDUC: opp needs tied to higher education facilities policing/forensics/management/law
83. TOUR: have Lake Country run by the input from local sector representatives
84. OPPORTUNITY: Tourism Marketing plan for the City of Orillia - utilize existing
attractions and amenities to create partnerships and packages. e.g.: Visit Orillia - Package
could include: accommodation, cultural activities, dining. marketed on a national scale. //
Develop comprehensive accommodations database with rankings and ability to book online
(including hotels; campgrounds; B&B's)
85. EDUC: Subsidize co-ops from local schools
86. HLS: I came here for the lake, skiing, biking trails. Was disappointed that walking
anywhere was a real hassle, sometimes no sidewalks //HLS: Expand all local trails, paved
or otherwise
87. EDUC: We need mechanical engineering here
88. DTOWN: One way streets
89. GREEN: technology is needed specifically in creation of energy storage - batteries
90. OPPORTUNITY: Vast improvement of local infrastructure (roads, sewers, LSRA etc)
//recognize the commitment that federal and provincial governments will be committing big
dollars to infrastructure projects, market to large companies who bid on these jobs to
headquarter in Orillia
91. DTOWN: allow signage throughout Orillia - sign by-law is archaic
92. DTOWN: allow more street cafes and vendors
93. GREEN: road race for Mike
94. DTOWN: increased police patrols
95. OPPORTUNITY: market a healthy lifestyle and target baby boomers who are retiring
creating demand for services //continuation of this area as a lifestyle location e.g.
retirement or commute location //focus on largest demographic sector - 30-50 year olds, not
retirees, for economic growth and leadership
96. DTOWN: vacant building tax break
97. HLS: enhance outdoor activity opportunities e.g. trails
98. DTOWN: Boat traffic would double if services such as laundry were very short walks
9
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99. HLS: our target group needs to see the activity - e.g. MURF available, waterfront
development
100. DTOWN: tax breaks / incentives for multi-level parking

10
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2.2 – Top ideas sorted by opportunity
Note: the section includes the key actions & projects sorted by opportunity area.

Education
1. EDUC: work with Lakehead to determine where the gaps are in current university/research
programs, support development of programs that will be growth areas- example (blue sky)
architecture/LEEDS . Draw architectural firms to Orillia, sponsor and host awards for
excellence in Ontario, become a centre of excellence, support and publish research
activities. It is critical to understand future trends, both economic and environmental to be
ahead of the wave. As these young professional settle and bring their families to Orillia,
they will demand services- organic and fresh food/fish markets, bicycle paths, recreational
activities and community groups- art, theatre, coffee houses etc.
10. EDUC: Create and publish comprehensive plan outlining what activities Lakehead and
Georgian will be embarking on that will be beneficial overall to the City of Orillia and how
the City of Orillia can enhance their activities to complement the institutions business plans
14. EDUC: Ask what they are doing and see what industries need those skills // give university
specific examples of what is needed, provide jobs and plan - work together // It would be
nice if the local educational facilities asked the manufacturers what they need. Lakehead is
offering nothing we would hire...
Regional Voice
2. REG VOICE: Create a Steering Committee of regional Stakeholders (Chambers of
Commerce, Economic Development Officers, Key Business Sectors) and form a
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. Almost all other areas of Ontario
have these // need to centralize this process for all stakeholders
11. REG VOICE: A Marketing Plan is needed - complete with brochures, DVD, travelling Trade
Show booth. A Team of diverse Stakeholders (Business, Realtors, Educators, elected
municipal personnel, etc. should form this Team. Target = 30-50 year olds
Tourism
3. TOUR: Create cohesive relationship with regional tourism agencies to develop a strategy and
implement it: e.g. Chambers of Commerce, Cultural offices and groups, information Orillia,
Ontario's Lake Country, HTA, DOMB, ODAC, CIty of Orillia
Sell a healthy lifestyle
4. HLS: Identify WHY Orillia is attractive and HOW it can provide a healthy living. What makes
Orillia "Healthier" than any other City? //demonstrate that we are the destination for this
target
18. HLS: gather data from target group so you know WHO you are marketing to, and WHAT
they are looking for
Improve infrastructure
5. INFRA: Use more environmental friendly technology to create synergies with other
opportunities listed here - solar powered lights, organic based snow removal, etc
7. INFRA: create a think-tank park not just industrial - high-tech, web, knowledge networks
9. INFRA: create industrial park
15. INFRA: develop "priority list" of projects and seek out funding (including private/public
partnerships)
11
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Tourism
6. TOUR: Conference centre facility that can hold more than 200 people
8. TOUR: Use synergy of environment and tourism
17. TOUR: include the whole region in marketing plan
Green and High Tech industry
12. GREEN: Identify/define exactly what green is... //Green industry could be defined as an
industry that is creating a product or an idea that helps other industries be more
environmentally friendly - recycling, reusing, etc.
16. GREEN: wind and solar power need to be developed - allow for this to happen through
rezoning and incentives - we have our own power company which is environmentally
responsible - give them more opportunities to grow
19. GREEN: offer incentives for green industries
20. GREEN: Define "green" not just by companies definition, but by analyzing future trends- we
will need biodegradable garbage bags, for example, that is green, less green is "we use
50% recycled plastic" in our garbage bags. In the future, will the company experience
growing or sustained demand for their product as we move into a different economy, with
less consumables and throw away. A company that manufactures components for
geothermal heating, which has the lowest energy footprint, vs. a company that makes oil
furnaces, a company that makes scooters, vs. trucks and so on.
Revitalize the Downtown
13. DTOWN: the city of Orillia need to change their bylaws to allow multi story development in
the downtown core to attract residential & retail, under the current bylaw it is not feasible for
development companies to consider develop

12
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3.0 – Barriers and Risks
What are the future threats or key barriers to economic development and growth in Orillia?
Voting Results
Multiple Selection (maximum choices = 4) (Allow bypass)
Number of ballot items: 13
Total number of voters (N): 14
Total
11 1. Political lack of will to take risks ...e.g. acknowledgement that if an initial is idea not
working soon enough go to the next idea //political micro-management of regional
municipalities - should leave economic development to the professionals //politicians are
reluctant to fund initiatives that are not well understood or are risky
9
2. Communication and cooperation of all parties - let's come together! //Must create one
structure to coordinate all voices (tourism/industry/municipal govtl) // need to resolve past
issues before you can move forward - move on //
8
3. lack of funds ... MONEY - or lack of it - or fear of borrowing it for investment in
infrastructure needed to revitalize and build infrastructure (i.e. business parks)
6
4. Need more data from current residents/entities and potential resident/entities to ensure
plans going forward meet needs of current and future residents
5
5. Silo thinking and holding on to power at the expense of productive partnerships.
4
6. EDC needs to have a larger representation of the community (needs more diversity)
3
7. Perception of the city is one of a lack of interest in supporting business, being reactive in
their efforts rather than proactive in attracting economic development. //City never
acknowledges new and existing successful businesses
3
8. Media is too influenced by outspoken anti-progress minority - scares off initiative
3
9. Older population (67 yrs+) have too great a voice in economy - retirees who are not
manufacturing, educating, building etc, are making decisions for those who are
2
10. Resistance of local players to act REGIONALLY
1
11. acceptance of partnership approach to tourism by sector participation (e.g. Need a reg
approach to tourism that is led by sectors)
1
12. Need to understand and plan for community well-being (non financial wellness issues)
Note: prior to voting, the group brainstormed ideas and then merged the similar items.
Below in non-bold are the merged items. These items are ordered as they were originally
brainstormed (i.e. not as they were ranked by the group). Items that did not have any
ideas merged are not included.
2. lack of funds ... MONEY - or lack of it - or fear of borrowing it for investment in
infrastructure needed to revitalize and build infrastructure (i.e. business parks)
financial commitment
lack of funds
3. Political lack of will to take risks ...e.g. acknowledgement that if an initial is idea not
working soon enough go to the next idea //political micro-management of regional
municipalities - should leave economic development to the professionals //politicians are
reluctant to fund initiatives that are not well understood or are risky
political will - e.g. acknowledgement that if an initial is idea not working soon enough go
to the next idea
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6. Communication and cooperation of all parties - let's come together! //Must create one
structure to coordinate all voices (tourism/industry/municipal govtl) // need to resolve
past issues before you can move forward - move on //
Failure to come together to plan for the long, long term
Openness to new ideas and change.
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Appendices

A – Action Plans Brainstorm
Note: The group brainstormed ideas (strategies, actions, initiatives etc) for each of the top
priorities. The #s are system-generated “chronologically-sequenced” by time of entry.
Education Engine
1. OPPORTUNITY: Education Engine/Facility - LU and GC synergy -> creates spinoffs
- Develop plan with university for new business "bubbles" (for example, tech companies
aligned with University of Waterloo; medical with University of Western Ontario)
//Incorporate business incubation into Lakehead U
- consider what graduate programs Lakehead will create and market Orillia to companies
that will need employees with these high level skills
2. EDUC: Ask what they are doing and see what industries need those skills // give university
specific examples of what is needed, provide jobs and plan - work together // It would be nice if
the local educational facilities asked the manufacturs what they need. Lakehead is offering
nothing we would hire...
3. EDUC: opp needs tied to higher education facilities policing/forensics/management/law
4. EDUC: get post-secondary institutions to develop a "business plan" for attracting new
investment/new business to work cooperatively with institution
5. EDUC: work with Lakehead to determine where the gaps are in current university/research
programs, support development of programs that will be growth areas- example (blue sky)
architecture/LEEDS . Draw architectural firms to Orillia, sponsor and host awards for excellence
in Ontario, become a centre of excellence, support and publish research activities. It is critical
to understand future trends, both economic and environmental to be ahead of the wave. As
these young professional settle and bring their families to Orillia, they will demand servicesorganic and fresh food/fish markets, bicycle paths, recreational activities and community
groups- art, theatre, coffee houses etc.
6. EDUC: Create and publish comprehensive plan outlining what activities Lakehead and
Georgian will be embarking on that will be beneficial overall to the City of Orillia and how the
City of Orillia can enhance their activities to complement the institutions business plans
7. EDUC: someone needs to collect data from existing industry and find out their challenges how can we help them? How can we keep them here and prevent a move to Mexico? Work
side-by-side to help solve problems before decisions made to shut down.
8. EDUC: create an enterprise zone with real facilities for new growth ideas for small to medium
business
9. EDUC: Establish a "CO-OP" system, with businesses, at Lakehead U
10. EDUC: We need mechanical engineering here
11. Subsidize co-ops from local schools
1. OPPORTUNITY: A wider promotional voice for the area throughout the Province //Working
with other municipalities to sell the region! //Sell lifestyle - Desire of commercial industries/and
staff to be out of cities

15
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- Create a REGIONAL Economic Development Authority and access Federal and
Provincial funds to focus on the
Economic Development Strengths and Advantages of the Region. The "Region" would
include Orillia, Ramara, Severn,
Oro-Medonte, Rama Mnjikaning First Nations and Severn, Midland and
Penetangushene
2. REG VOICE: Create a Steering Committee of regional Stakeholders (Chambers of
Commerce, Economic Development Officers, Key Business Sectors) and form a REGIONAL
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY. Almost all other areas of Ontario have these //
need to centralize this process for all stakeholders // Create a REGIONAL Economic
Development Authority and access Federal and Provincial funds to focus on the Economic
Development Strengths and Advantages of the Region. The "Region" would include Orillia,
Ramara, Severn, ro-Medonte, Rama Mnjikaning First Nations and Severn, Midland and
Penetangushene
3. REG VOICE: I don’t think this should be done until the visually unappealing sections of town
are cleaned up
4. REG VOICE: Working/partnering with regional EDO's to establish what we are selling
5. REG VOICE: Create a regional government - Huronia Region - merge all townships/city into
this much like City of Kawartha Lakes - will reduce costs, keep singular voice and larger voice
6. REG VOICE: we need to hire a promotional company that can Brand Orillia and area
7. REG VOICE: Lake Country as a regional promo voice can be used as a starting point
8. REG VOICE: Separate plans should be created for industry vs. tourism vs. lifestyle
9. REG VOICE: A Marketing Plan is needed - complete with brochures, DVD, travelling Trade
Show booth. A Team of diverse Stakeholders (Business, Realtors, Educators, elected municipal
personnel, etc. should form this Team. Target = 30-50 year olds
10. REG VOICE: Utilize the world wide web to its full capacity
1. OPPORTUNITY: embrace high-tech industries; "green" manufacturing //focus on companies
that are involved in "green" technology or products
2. GREEN: Identify/define exactly what green is... //Green industry could be defined as an
industry that is creating a product or an idea that helps other industries be more environmentally
friendly - recycling, reusing, etc.
3. GREEN: offer incentives for green industries
4. GREEN: Portray industry friendly rather than the local view that industry is a pariah to be
avoided
5. GREEN: high tech industries need high speed telecom so promote this
6. GREEN: Offer incentives for industry to either come to Orillia or expand. Currently, cheaper
to move elsewhere
7. GREEN: lead by example (like Lakehead is doing) - ensure that all publicly funded new
projects meet strict environmental standards
8. GREEN: Set up an incubator with a mandate of starting one new industrial business a year.
Run by the city.
9. GREEN: technology is needed specifically in creation of energy storage - batteries
10. GREEN: wind and solar power need to be developed - allow for this to happen through
rezoning and incentives - we have our own power company which is environmentally
responsible - give them more opportunities to grow
11. GREEN: See who is producing product now, solar panels, wind turbines and what would
attract them here
16
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12. GREEN: Define "green" not just by companies definition, but by analyzing future trends- we
will need biodegradable garbage bags, for example, that is green, less green is "we use 50%
recycled plastic" in our garbage bags. In the future, will the company experience growing or
sustained demand for their product as we move into a different economy, with less
consumables and throw away. A company that manufactures components for geothermal
heating, which has the lowest energy footprint, vs. a company that makes oil furnaces, a
company that makes scooters, vs. trucks and so on.
13. GREEN: gov't funding of conversion of local industry to produce green products for new
green economy
14. GREEN: new industry requires new technology skills that can be offered in Orillia
15. youth opportunities projects / coops
16. road race for Mike
17. Work with ALL Government Department (municipal, provincial and federal) and all of their
buildings and facilities, to use "green" industry practices employing local suppliers
1. OPPORTUNITY: market a healthy lifestyle and target baby boomers who are retiring
creating demand for services //continuation of this area as a lifestyle location e.g. retirement or
commute location //focus on largest demographic sector - 30-50 year olds, not retirees, for
economic growth and leadership
2. HLS: MURF!!
3. HLS: need more physical fitness facilities //promote physical fitness
4. HLS: Increase family oriented activities
5. HLS: enhance outdoor activity opportunities e.g. trails
6. HLS: Identify WHY Orillia is attractive and HOW it can provide a healthy living. What makes
Orillia "Healthier" than any other City? //demonstrate that we are the destination for this target
7. HLS: We have skiing/swimming/trails to hike. How is this being promoted
8. HLS: gather data from target group so you know WHO you are marketing to, and WHAT they
are looking for
9. HLS: our target group needs to see the activity - e.g. MURF available, waterfront
development
10. HLS: Reduce fees on children's recreational activities to enable participation on a wider
level, particularly lower income families
11. HLS: I came here for the lake, skiing, biking trails. Was disappointed that walking
anywhere was a real hassle, sometimes no sidewalks //HLS: Expand all local trails, paved or
otherwise
12. HLS: look at cities like Vancouver and Seattle- for heavens sake, can we support at least
one sushi restaurant?
1. OPPORTUNITY: Revitalize the downtown
- create a pedestrian-friendly town, more walkways etc
- allow for downtown location changes - e.g. luxury condos
- downtown development , condo's & retail if we bring the residents closer to our downtown the
businesses will attract more business.
2. DTOWN: pedestrian friendly town with more walkways //More outside cafes and pedestrian
friendly activities
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3. DTOWN: Create a cobblestone street with the lower eastern portion of Mississauga Street,
removing all parking, and eliminating parking.
4. DTOWN: Allow more residential units - high density
5. DTOWN: the city of Orillia need to change their bylaws to allow multi story development in the
downtown core to attract residential & retail, under the current bylaw it is not feasible for
development companies to consider develop
6. DTOWN: tax breaks / incentives for multi-level parking
7. DTOWN: Waterfront development. better use of the water access - condos, marinas
8. DTOWN: A large number of additional FREE parking opportunities for the remainder of
Mississauga Street, as well as throughout the Downtown core
9. DTOWN: Housing development in the downtown core // More housing/condo developments
particularly in vacant buildings and lots currently available.
10. DTOWN: use European model of how waterfront is developed - e.g. condos. or re-develop
existing buildings along the waterfront
11. DTOWN: City needs to enforces the Heritage designation criteria with local Merchants
12. DTOWN: Remove the eye sore areas of the older Orillia core and fix up the waterfront.
DTOWN: remove eyesores
13. DTOWN: Boat traffic would double if services such as laundry were very short walks
14. DTOWN: Communicate the advantages to a Heritage to downtown merchants - the
merchants HAVE to be on board - e.g. Niagara on The Lake
15. DTOWN: vacant building tax break
16. DTOWN: One way streets
17. DTOWN: change Mississauga St to covered pedestrian mall
18. DTOWN: consider turning Mississauga Street into pedestrian only (like Sparks Street in
Ottawa, but with more trees)
19. DTOWN: Clean up the drug scene - downtown is scary after dark
20. DTOWN: increased police patrols
21. DTOWN: tax breaks for downtown merchants, incentives to open a business that will draw
people-better transit- once an hour is painfully far apart, the buses are therefore empty.
22. DTOWN: businesses must remain open longer, on Sundays, etc. no will go downtown if the
stores are closed
23. DTOWN: develop a downtown directory - tell me what I can do and buy in downtown
24. DTOWN: allow more street cafes and vendors
25. allow signage throughout Orillia - sign by-law is archaic
26. give condo developers the kind of break that Teletech received.
OPPORTUNITY: Vast improvement of local infrastructure (roads, sewers, LSRA etc)
//recognize the commitment that federal and provincial governments will be committing big
dollars to infrastructure projects, market to large companies who bid on these jobs to
headquarter in Orillia
2. INFRA: create industrial park
3. INFRA: industrial parks are largely ignored and the last to be maintained. Roads, high speed
etc.
4. INFRA: Use more environmental friendly technology to create synergies with other
opportunities listed here - solar powered lights, organic based snow removal, etc
5. INFRA: develop "priority list" of projects and seek out funding (including private/public
partnerships)
6. INFRA: attract high tech industry to industrial airpark on and off airport
7. INFRA: Currently there is not one building available in Orillia with a back-in dock. We will go
to Barrie.
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8. INFRA: determine what businesses would benefit from airport use that could be attracted into
Orillia and region
9. INFRA: create a think-tank park not just industrial - high-tech, web, knowledge networks
10. INFRA: Better exploration of funding opportunities for infrastructure improvements
11. INFRA: Identify and publish key areas and time frames for completion
12. INFRA: Change sign by-law
13. INFRA: Better communications and relationships between departments within the City of
Orillia, i.e. Planning, Engineering, etc., etc.,
OPPORTUNITY: Tourism Marketing plan for the City of Orillia - utilize existing attractions and
amenities to create partnerships and packages. e.g.: Visit Orillia - Package could include:
accommodation, cultural activities, dining. marketed on a national scale. // Develop
comprehensive accommodations database with rankings and ability to book online (including
hotels; campgrounds; B&B's)
2. TOUR: Conference centre facility that can hold more than 200 people
3. TOUR: create an arms-length entity to review and "rank" restaurants, accommodations, etc.
4. TOUR: have Lake Country run by the input from local sector representatives
5. TOUR: include the whole region in marketing plan
6. TOUR: Have a single family based destination like a theme park - something can hold a
family's interest for more than a few hours
7. TOUR: Tourism only works if the visitor comes and sees for himself a "WOW". Not bad
sidewalks, dilapidated buildings, dirt piles etc.
8. TOUR: Remove the visual blight first
9. TOUR: Create cohesive relationship with regional tourism agencies to develop a strategy and
implement it: e.g. Chambers of Commerce, Cultural offices and groups, information Orillia,
Ontario's Lake Country, HTA, DOMB, ODAC, CIty of Orillia
10. TOUR: Create an excellent "accessible" community
11. TOUR: Use synergy of environment and tourism
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B – Participants
2. John Mattinson, Orillia Power Corporation
3. Sandy Agnew, Oro-Medonte Township
4. Ed Konda, Unison Engine Components - Orillia
5. Norm Feaver, Hacker Gignac Rice
6. Lee Pigeau, Lakehead University
7. Mike Davenport, Davenport Subaru
8. Karen O'Coin, Orillia & District Chamber of Commerce
9. Deborah Wagner, Orillia & District Real Estate Board
10. Kathy Low, Northern Lights Canada
11. Andy Ott, RBC Dominion Securities
12. Kathryn Stephenson City of Orillia Dept. of Culture & Heritage
13. Gloria Taylor - Orillia Museum of Art and History
14. Terry Allison, Lakeview Realty, LSRA, Oro-Medonte Township
15. Graydon Cragg, GBCragg Insurance
16. Mel Coutanche, Oro-Medonte Council, Oro-Medonte Chamber & Orillia Chamber
*** Note: missing two names (latecomers)
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C – Process Overview
Economic Development and Community Consultation process
The planning process included an information gathering component composed of a series of
interviews, two focus groups, and other consultations. The purpose of the focus group
component was to get input from a broad cross section of stakeholders on the issues and
opportunities facing Orillia.
The focus groups were conducted using an electronic meeting system (EMS), an innovative
facilitation process developed from research at the Queen’s School of Business. The Queen’s
EMS, called “the Decision Centre”, combines expert facilitation with a state of the art group
decision support system to enable groups to rapidly accelerate idea generation and consensus
building. This facility consists of a network of laptops accessing software designed to support
idea generation, idea consolidation, idea evaluation and planning. The tool supports, but does
not replace, verbal interaction; typically 25% of interaction takes place on the computers.
Feedback from groups who have used the Executive Decision Centre process includes: meeting
times can be cut in half; participation goes way up; better idea generation and alternative
evaluation; a more structured process; and automatic documentation of deliberations.
Over 500 organizations around North America have used the Centre for meetings such as:
strategic planning, visioning, annual planning, focus groups, team building, budgeting, program
review, project planning, risk assessment, job profiling, 360 degree feedback, alternative
evaluation, new product development and a variety of other meeting types.
In the focus groups, participants were asked, for example, “What are some opportunities to
stimulate economic growth, interest and investment?” Participants typed in ideas on the laptops
all of which appeared on a public screen at the front of the room. These ideas were then
discussed and categorized into common themes. The group was then asked “What are the best
X ideas based on feasibility and impact?” Individuals selected his/her top ideas and the overall
results were then displayed to the group and further discussed.
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City of Orillia Economic Development Strategy: Survey Result Summary
1. What is your primary type of business?
181 responses
Other
I do not own a business
Professional Service Firm
Retail or Personal Service
Manufacturing
Tourism or Hospitality
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2. Are you responding as a:
161 Responses

Other
Manager/Operator of an
Orillia Business
Orillia Business Owner
Orillia Resident
0
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40

3. How long has your business operated in Orillia?
178 Responses

Less than 2 years
2-5 years
6-10 years
Longer
Not applicable
0
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4. How many people do you employ? (full or part time equivalent)
177 Responses
1-5 employees
6-20 employees
21-50 employees
51-100 employees
More than 100 employees
Not applicable
0
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5. Which of the following best classifies your business?
178 Responses
Owner lives in Orillia
Owner lives locally but outside
the City
Owner lives more than 100 km
away
Multinational company
Not applicable
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6. Using a scale for 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all important” and 10 is “very important”, please
rate the following criteria to indicate the level of importance each one has, in ensuring the
growth of your business. If you are not a business owner/manager, please skip this question.
Quality of lifestyle factors such as health care,…
Low cost facilities in which to start-up businesses
Access to financing
Availability of affordable housing options
Affordable energy costs
A vibrant and diverse arts and cultural community
Marketing of Orillia to a prospective workforce
Presence of post secondary institutions
Access to quality post secondary education,…
Availability of land or buildings (e.g. office,…
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Please Note: Responses varied, and as a result an average value was used for this analysis

7. Using a scale for 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all satisfied” and 10 is “very satisfied”, please rate
the following criteria to indicate the level of your satisfaction with each. If you are not a business
owner/manager, please skip this question.
Quality of lifestyle factors such as health care,…
Low cost facilities in which to start-up businesses
Access to financing
Availability of affordable housing options
Affordable energy costs
A vibrant and diverse arts and cultural community
Marketing of Orillia to a prospective workforce
Presence of post secondary institutions
Access to quality post secondary education,…
Availability of land or buildings (e.g. office,…
0
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Please Note: Responses varied, and as a result an average value was used for this analysis

8. Please indicate if you agree or disagree with the following statement: Orillia is a welcoming
community for newcomers.
135 Responses
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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Rationale for Responses:
Key Themes
-Hard for newcomers to feel welcomed into a small, tight knit community
-Some feel Orillia is very welcoming
-There is a need for better wages, and community facilities

9. Orillia is a good place for a business to succeed.
135 Responses
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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Rationale for Responses:
Key Themes
-Need greater support for local business
-Business taxes and rents are too high
-New businesses need to do more research in order to survive
-More business and retail should be targeted toward the downtown
-Skilled workers are challenging to find
10. Orillia needs to be more aggressive in promoting itself to a prospective workforce.
133 Responses

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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11. Orillia needs to develop more facilities and events that are of interest to tourists.
137 Responses
Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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12. Orillia has an attractive and welcoming image for tourists and visitors
124 Responses

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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13. Orillia needs to be more aggressive in promoting itself to visitors and tourists.
122 Responses

Strongly agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree
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14. What distinctive assets or advantages does Orillia have on which to build a strong economy?
97 responses
Key Response Themes:
-

Growing community
Lifestyle
Good transportation linkages, and great location in relation to Toronto
Small size of Orillia “the smart small city”
Waterfront, borders on 2 lakes, the Port
Post Secondary Institutions, Green University
Tourism
Good telecommunications
Healthcare services
Events and Festivals

15. What opportunities are there to strengthen Orillia and the region’s economy?
90 Responses
Key Response Themes:
-

Aging population, retirement community – services and housing for retirees
Balance employment in tourism with higher paying, skilled jobs so youth will stay
Better political leadership and use of city resources
Improve tourism marketing
Follow through with recreation facilities improvements
Decrease barricades to development
Respondents viewed manufacturing and green industry as a possible growth sectors
Create an environment more conducive to industry, job growth, and downtown retail opportunities
Natural attributes of the environment in Orillia

16. What challenges will impact the growth of your business and the local economy?
86 Responses
Key Response Themes:
-

Housing availability and affordability
Business taxes
Fluctuating economy
Rising costs, including fuel
Big box stores in competition with smaller locally run retail businesses
Lack of commitment to the manufacturing industry
Availability of skilled workforce
Supportive community services, including recreation, library and art/culture facilities
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Orillia Stakeholder Interviewees
Ron Stevens
Mayor

Donna Hewitt
CDC Manager

Ralph Cipolla
City of Orillia Councillor

Trevor Forrestor
Tele Tech Site Director

Tim Lauer
City of Orillia Councillor

Dan Kerr
Downtown Orillia Management Board

Joe Fecht
City of Orillia Councillor

Bill Dunlop
Orillia Manufacturers Association

Wayne Gardy
City of Orillia Councillor

Chris Lewis
Deputy Commissioner

Maurice McMillan
City of Orillia Councillor

Sherry Lawson
Director of Community Relations at Casino
Rama

Paul Spears
City of Orillia Councillor
Don Evans
City of Orillia Councillor

Deborah Wagner
Orillia and District Real Estate Board
Ed Konda
Unison Engine Components

Ian Brown
City of Orillia
Senior Staff Interviews:
Dave Dubois
Georgian College, Dean
Kim Fedderson
Lakehead University, Orillia Campus Dean
Ron Higgs
Kubota Metal
Michael Drumm et al.
Lake Simcoe Regional Airport
Angelo Orsi
Charter Construction

Bob Ripley
City of Orillia
Peter Dance
City of Orillia
Jill Lewis
City of Orillia
Andrea Woodrow
City of Orillia
Dave Dubois
City of Orillia

Susan Lang
Chamber of Commerce
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North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS)
Sector Definitions

Agriculture, Forestry (NAICS 11)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in growing crops, raising animals, harvesting
timber, harvesting fish and other animals from their natural habitats and providing related support
activities.
Establishments primarily engaged in agricultural research or that supply veterinary services are not
included in this sector.

Mining and Oil and Gas Extraction (NAICS 21)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in extracting naturally occurring minerals. These
can be solids, such as coal and ores; liquids, such as crude petroleum; and gases, such as natural gas.
The term mining is used in the broad sense to include quarrying, well operations, milling (for example,
crushing, screening, washing, or flotation) and other preparation customarily done at the mine site, or as a
part of mining activity.
Establishments engaged in exploration for minerals, development of mineral properties and mining
operations are included in this sector. Establishments performing similar activities, on a contract or fee
basis, are also included.

Construction (NAICS 23)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in constructing, repairing and renovating
buildings and engineering works, and in subdividing and developing land. These establishments may
operate on their own account or under contract to other establishments or property owners.

Manufacturing (NAICS 31-33)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in the physical or chemical transformation of
materials or substances into new products. These products may be finished, in the sense that they are
ready to be used or consumed, or semi-finished, in the sense of becoming a raw material for an
establishment to use in further manufacturing.
Related activities, such as the assembly of the component parts of manufactured goods; the blending of
materials; and the finishing of manufactured products by dyeing, heat-treating, plating and similar
operations are also treated as manufacturing activities.

Manufacturing establishments are known by a variety of trade designations, such as plants, factories or
mills. Manufacturing establishments may own the materials which they transform or they may transform
materials owned by other establishments. Manufacturing may take place in factories or in workers'
homes, using either machinery or hand tools.

Wholesale Trade (NAICS 41)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in wholesaling merchandise and providing
related logistics, marketing and support services. The wholesaling process is generally an intermediate
step in the distribution of merchandise; many wholesalers are therefore organized to sell merchandise in
large quantities to retailers, and business and institutional clients. However, some wholesalers, in
particular those that supply non-consumer capital goods, sell merchandise in single units to final users.
This sector recognizes two main types of wholesalers, that is, wholesale merchants and wholesale agents
and brokers.

Retail Trade (NAICS 44-45)
The retail trade sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in retailing merchandise, generally
without transformation, and rendering services incidental to the sale of merchandise.
The retailing process is the final step in the distribution of merchandise; retailers are therefore organized
to sell merchandise in small quantities to the general public. This sector comprises two main types of
retailers, that is, store and non-store retailers.

Information and Cultural Industries (NAICS 51)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in creating and disseminating (except by
wholesale and retail methods) information and cultural products, such as written works, musical works or
recorded performances, recorded dramatic performances, software and information databases, or
providing the means to disseminate them. Establishments that provide access to equipment and expertise
to process information are also included.
The main components of this sector are the publishing industries (except exclusively on Internet),
including software publishing, the motion picture and sound recording industries, the broadcasting
industries (except exclusively on Internet), the internet publishing and broadcasting industries, the
telecommunications industries, the internet service providers, web search portals, data processing
industries, and the other information services industries.

Finance and Insurance (NAICS 52)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in financial transactions (that is, transactions
involving the creation, liquidation, or change in ownership of financial assets) or in facilitating financial
transactions. Included are:

Establishments that are primarily engaged in financial intermediation. They raise funds by taking
deposits and/or issuing securities, and, in the process, incur liabilities, which they use to acquire
financial assets by making loans and/or purchasing securities. Putting themselves at risk, they
channel funds from lenders to borrowers and transform or repackage the funds with respect to
maturity, scale and risk.
Establishments that are primarily engaged in the pooling of risk by underwriting annuities and
insurance. They collect fees (insurance premiums or annuity considerations), build up reserves,
invest those reserves and make contractual payments. Fees are based on the expected
incidence of the insured risk and the expected return on investment.
Establishments that are primarily engaged in providing specialized services that facilitate or
support financial intermediation, insurance and employee benefit programs.
In addition, establishments charged with monetary control - the monetary authorities - are included in this
sector.

Real Estate and Rental Leasing (NAICS 53)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in renting, leasing or otherwise allowing the use
of tangible or intangible assets.
Establishments primarily engaged in managing real estate for others; selling, renting and/or buying of real
estate for others; and appraising real estate, are also included

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services (NAICS 54)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in activities in which human capital is the major
input. These establishments make available the knowledge and skills of their employees, often on an
assignment basis.
The main components of this sector are:
legal services industries;
accounting and related services industries;
architectural, engineering and related services industries;
surveying and mapping services industries;
design services industries;
management, scientific and technical consulting services industries;

scientific research and development services industries;
advertising services industries.

The distinguishing feature of this sector is the fact that most of the industries grouped in it have
production processes that are almost wholly dependent on worker skills. In most of these industries,
equipment and materials are not of major importance. Thus, the establishments classified in this sector
sell expertise.

Management of Companies and Enterprises (NAICS 55)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in managing companies and enterprises and/or
holding the securities or financial assets of companies and enterprises, for the purpose of owning a
controlling interest in them and/or influencing their management decisions.
They may undertake the function of management, or they may entrust the function of financial
management to portfolio managers

Educational Services (NAICS 61)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in providing instruction and training in a wide
variety of subjects. This instruction and training is provided by specialized establishments, such as
schools, colleges, universities and training centres.
These establishments may be privately owned and operated, either for profit or not, or they may be
publicly owned and operated. They may also offer food and accommodation services to their students.

Health Care and Social Assistance (NAICS 62)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in providing health care by diagnosis and
treatment, providing residential care for medical and social reasons, and providing social assistance, such
as counselling, welfare, child protection, community housing and food services, vocational rehabilitation
and child care, to those requiring such assistance.

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation (NAICS 71)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in operating facilities or providing services to
meet the cultural, entertainment and recreational interests of their patrons. These establishments
produce, promote or participate in live performances, events or exhibits intended for public viewing;
provide the artistic, creative and technical skills necessary for the production of artistic products and live
performances; preserve and exhibit objects and sites of historical, cultural or educational interest; and

operate facilities or provide services that enable patrons to participate in sports or recreational activities of
pursue amusement, hobbies and leisure-time interests.

Accommodation and Food Services (NAICS 72)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in providing short-term lodging and
complementary services to travellers, vacationers and others, in facilities such as hotels, motor hotels,
resorts, motels, casino hotels, bed and breakfast accommodation, housekeeping cottages and cabins,
recreational vehicle parks and campgrounds, hunting and fishing camps, and various types of recreational
and adventure camps.
This sector also comprises establishments primarily engaged in preparing meals, snacks and beverages,
to customer order, for immediate consumption on and off the premises

Public Administration (NAICS 91)
This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in activities of a governmental nature, that is, the
enactment and judicial interpretation of laws and their pursuant regulations, and the administration of
programs based on them.
Legislative activities, taxation, national defence, public order and safety, immigration services, foreign
affairs and international assistance, and the administration of government programs are activities that are
purely governmental in nature.

